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INTRODUCTION 
This study focuses on hand and mechanized weaving in southeast Iowa 
from 1833 through 1870. During this period, Iowa weavers were working 
both in their homes, to produce fabric for household textiles and 
clothing, and in small businesses and mills, to produce fabrics that 
were sold commercially. The major purpose of this research is to 
identify extant evidence of textiles woven in southeast Iowa and to 
document the tools, processes, and products related to: 1) handweaving 
by family members as a part of household manufacture, 2) handweaving by 
professional weavers engaged in independent businesses, and 3) mechan-
ized carding and weaving in local mills. Also, the identification of 
any locally made or Eastern commercial goods that were used in southeast 
Iowa instead of handwoven goods is important to this research. 
The southeastern area of Iowa, consisting of the 16 counties 
identified on Figure 1, was chosen on the basis of a survey conducted 
prior to beginning research. Questionnaires were sent to extension home 
economists in each Iowa county. Letters were then sent to museums, 
historical societies, libraries, and private collectors that were 
suggested by these home economists and also as listed in Pratt (1972) 
and Prady (1978). The response from these letters suggested that the 
southeast area of Iowa would provide the richest resources for a study 
of weaving. It appeared that extant artifacts related to handweaving 
would be available in the greatest numbers and variety in this area. In 
addition, the southeast region of the state attracted a large proportion 
of Iowa's earliest settlers and thus would most likely provide a view of 
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3 
the earl1est weav1ng done 1n the state. 
The study starts 1n 1833 when Iowa was opened for settlement 
following the Black Hawk Purchase of 1832. The conclud1ng date of 1870 
was chosen to encompass any changes 1n Iowa textile production that may 
have occurred dur1ng or 1mmed1ately after the C1vil War. I cons1der the 
chosen t1me span long enough to encompass the 1ntroduct1on of a var1ety 
of technolog1cal developments to Iowa, which may have affected local 
production of woven goods. 
Objectives 
The objectives of this study are: 
1. To 1dent1fy extant evidence of woven textile products in 
southeast Iowa from 1833 through 1870 and to determ1ne the 
process by wh1ch these textile products were made by a) home 
weavers, b) profess10nal weavers, and c) carding and textile 
mills. 
2. To examine the effect that commercially produced textiles and 
related services, as prov1ded by Eastern text1le centers and 
local craftspeople and mills, had on the home manufacture of 
textiles. 
3. To propose hypotheses related to: a) the reasons that 
handweavers had to continue to use the1r sk1lls 1n Iowa, b) 
the bus1ness methods used by profess1onal weavers to market 
their goods 1n Iowa, and c) the extent to wh1ch home and 
professional weav1ng st111 eX1sted in Iowa after the C1vil 
4 
War. 
Just1ficat10n 
The extant informat10n presented in th1s thesis w1ll contribute to 
a better understand1ng of textile product10n as a part of household 
1 
manufacture and as a part of small businesses and industries in 19th 
century Iowa. Few studies eX1st wh1ch descr1be Iowa's craftspeople, 
small bus1nesses, and manufacturers during its front1er per10d. 
Therefore, 11ttle 1S known about the tools these craftspeople used, the 
nature of their finished products, or how they marketed the1r goods. 
Stud1es of 19th century Iowa art1sts and craftspeople who were 1nvolved 
in the product10n of coffins, farm machinery, furn1ture, and pottery 
were identified. Stud1es that dealt w1th a part1cular 1ndustry or 
manufacturer in Iowa include accounts of manufacturers of cereal 
products, ceram1CS, da1ry products, glass, and wash1ng mach1nes. There 
is also some published informat10n on service related industr1es such as 
cann1ng, coal m1ning, and meat pack1ng as well as flour and lumber 
m11ling. 
The front1er m1ll, as a type of industry, has been depicted 1n 
general terms in several accounts 1n the Annals of Iowa, the Iowa 
Journal of History and Politics, and The Pa11mpsest. In addition, 
Swanson (1963) and SW1sher (1940) prov1ded two major stud1es of Iowa 
~ousehold manufacture 1ncludes those processes that were done 
repeatedly, through a systemat1c d1vision of labor among fam1ly members, 
to make useable products from raw mater1als 
5 
m1lls as a prevalent type of 1ndustry 1n the 19th century and early 20th 
century. These two authors presented the mill as a type of business 
that used water or steam power to gr1nd wheat and corn or to saw wood. 
SW1sher (1940) mentioned carding and woolen mills 1n relat10n to gr1st 
and saw mills, as they often shared the same locat10n and the same 
source of power. He also l1sted the names of a few Iowa woolen mills in 
an appendix None of these previous stud1es on Iowa craftspeople, 
1ndustr1es, or m1lls presented a p1cture of the extent or 1mportance of 
text1le manufactur1ng in 19th century Iowa. 
This study w1ll be an histor1cal reference for extant art1facts and 
pr1mary written accounts related to Iowa's product10n of woven textiles. 
In secondary Iowa histor1es of the pioneer period, descriptions of 
textile production and use are vague and particularly elus1ve. Pr1mary 
descr1pt1ve accounts of the household textiles that were used and of the 
cloth1ng that was worn in Iowa pr10r to 1870 are widely scattered. This 
study will serve to draw these accounts together to serve as a s1ngle 
reference. 
In add1t10n, the number of profess10nal weavers and their products 
have been documented for other states but not for Iowa. Information 
about professional weavers is 1mportant as documentation of th1s 
occupat10nal group 1n the Un1ted States is 1ncomplete. Apart from three 
documented weavers in Kansas, Iowa is believed to be the western most 
state 1n which professional weavers produced coverlets (He1sey, Andrews, 
and Walters, 1980) This may be due to a lack of documentat10n for 
weavers and their products in western states. However, 1t must also be 
6 
considered that the settlement of most of the states west of Iowa came 
after the Civil War, when a national railroad transportation system had 
been organized. The grow1ng 1ndustr1a1ization and new technology of the 
textile 1ndustry in the East perhaps affected these states soon after 
they were opened for settlement. The use of hand methods for textile 
production was perhaps not as great in states west of Iowa because of 
this exposure to the advancements already known 1n the eastern industry. 
No pub11shed informat10n was found on the commerc1a1 manufacture of 
yarns, fabr1cs, or blankets by m111s 1n Iowa. The f1nished products of 
textile mills and the serV1ces offered by card1ng and cloth f1nishing 
mills have not been identified for Iowa. The recording of the tools, 
mach1nes, and processes used to produce different types of text11es 1n 
southeast Iowa homes and bus1nesses will provide an in1tia1 
documentation of th1s topic for further research in the rest of the 
state. 
The data gathered by this research will help to substant1ate or 
d1spe1 some popularly held notions about handweav1ng. Handweav1ng has 
been romanticized and dealt with 1n genera1it1es by writers who g1ve no 
bas1s for the1r assumptions. Handweaving has often been associated w1th 
life in log cabins. The not10n that handweav1ng occurred only out of 
necessity, as "frontier" families did not have access to commercial 
goods, has been popular in secondary Iowa histories. Accord1ng to 
secondary h1stor1es, home weav1ng enabled a family to be se1f-suff1c1ent 
but was thought to have been abandoned as soon as commercial goods were 
ava11ab1e (Faragher, 1979; Tyron, 1917). This study w111 evaluate this 
7 
model for home manufacture of textlles regardlng its accuracy for Iowa. 
No authors that I reviewed considered the possibility that Iowans may 
have continued to weave thelr own cloth after the frontier period ended 
or after commerclal textiles became avallable. 
Two other popular hlstorical notions about handweavlng need 
clarlfication. Accounts of itinerant weavers are common in hlstorles of 
handweaving ln the United States. The idea that professlonal weavers 
were itinerants who took their looms to customers to produce goods for 
them has been repeated over and over wlthout question and wlthout 
supportive eVldence (Born, 1949; Hall, 1966; Homespun, 1977; Kovel & 
Kovel, 1967; Llttle, 1931; Swygert, 1955; Thleme, 1974; Tunis, 1957). 
It has also been accepted that by the tlme of the Civil War, mechanlzed 
weaving had completely replaced the handweaving done by both home 
weavers and itinerant weavers (Atwater, 1928; Hall, 1966, Little, 1931; 
Thieme, 1974). These popular historical assumptions need challenging as 
they relate to handweavers in southeast Iowa in the 19th century. 
Limitations 
Generalizatlons made about weaving ln Iowa are limited to the 16 
county area in southeast Iowa as shown in Flgure 1 and related 
speciflcally to the period 1833 through 1870. Because the records which 
remain from the frontier perlod are incomplete, it was not possible to 
document all types of handweaving and commerclal weaving that may have 
occurred in southeast Iowa wlthln these years. For example, no records 
were found ln Iowa that allowed the documentatl0n of professional 
8 
weavers pr10r to 1850. Also, due to the large number of people 11v1ng 
in the chosen 16-county area by 1860, the search for profess1onal 
weavers working 1n 1860 and 1870 was 11m1ted to e1ght counties (see 
Figure 1). 
Another 11mitation to this research resulted from the d1ff1culty 1n 
f1nd1ng extant evidence of Iowa's textile mills. Through the 
information returned on the questionna1res that I ma1led to home 
economists, two families presently liv1ng 1n Iowa were 1dent1f1ed as 
descendants of woolen mill owners. Members of these famil1es, the 
Lonsdales of Dale C1ty (Guthrie County) and the Meeks of Bonaparte (Van 
Buren County), were 1nterv1ewed for 1nformat1on about the woolen m1lls 
operated by the1r ancestors. Contact w1th both famil1es prov1ded a 
chance to see unpubl1shed written 1nformat10n, photographs, tools, and 
products perta1ning to woolen mills, though 1nformation and art1facts 
were not abundant. The Meek Brothers Woolen Mill in Bonaparte was built 
1n 1856 and was the only extant woolen mill bU1ld1ng that was found that 
had been bU1lt prior to 1870 Only one extant record bookl from an Iowa 
woolen mill was found through these fam1lies and d1d not prove useful 
for this study due to its date. Some addit10nal pr1mary art1facts about 
mills were conta1ned in a scrapbook at the Jackson County Histor1cal 
Museum in the form of advertising flyers, photographs, a fabric sample, 
and written histories of woolen m1lls 1n that county Because of the 
~is was a t1me book from the Meek Brothers Woolen Mill in Van 
Buren County and recorded employees and their wages for Apr11 1897 to 
January 1899. 
9 
scarc1ty of pr1mary resources pertaining to carding and woolen m1lls 1n 
southeast Iowa, the information obtained from other counties outside of 
the 16-county area 1n southeast Iowa was included 1n th1s study. 
There are l1m1tations to any study that uses mater1al objects as 
extant evidence. F1rst of all, material artifacts cannot be 
indisputably 1dentif1ed as to their origin or means of creat1on. Thus, 
my conclusions are limited by the validity of my judgment as to wh1ch 
artifacts were made in Iowa and which were brought into the state. 
Judgments were made after considerat1on of primary written accounts of 
weav1ng in Iowa and after assessment of how carefully museums or 
1nd1v1duals had documented artifacts in the1r collect10n. 
Second, I do not know to what degree the extant eV1dence accurately 
represents the types of weav1ng 1n southeast Iowa from 1833 through 
1870. I was l1mited by the data ava1lable and located 1n public and 
pr1vate collections. Also, textile products, like all functional 
objects, are l1kely to be used up and not preserved due to the1r 
"commonness." Those items that do remain for 20th century study may be 
representative of only a port1on of the products ava1lable 1n the 19th 
century. With these l1mitations acknowledged, th1s documentation of 
woven textiles 1n Iowa is presented, with the hope that histor1ans and 
others will f1nd it to be a useful contr1bution to the knowledge of Iowa 
h1story. 
The following chapter will prov1de the reader w1th an 1ntroduction 
to the settlement of Iowa 1n terms of population movement from the 
southeast to northwest corner of the state, as settlers traveled farther 
10 
up Iowa's rivers with each decade. Spec1f1c identif1cation of frontier 
llnes within the state will be d1scussed. Also, a working def1nition of 
a front1er will be presented to establ1sh speclf1c dates for southeast 
Iowa as a frontier. Defining the word "front1er" 1S 1mportant because 
secondary histor1es have frequently related handweav1ng to a frontier 
stage of settlement. 
11 
INTRODUCTION TO SOUTHEAST IOWA 
Before d1scussing hand and mechan1zed weav1ng in southeast Iowa, 1t 
1S 1mportant to provide an overview of Iowa and its settlers during the 
early stages of front1er life Only by becoming acquainted with th1s 
enV1ronment can one apprec1ate and evaluate the importance of sk1lled 
handweavers and textile mills w1thin Iowa. The few household text1les 
and clothes brought by pioneers to any frontier reg10n were subjected to 
constant use and hard wear. Without a nat10nal transportation system or 
immediate market1ng system to sh1p Eastern goods to Iowa, the 
replen1sh1ng of needed textile goods was by means of handweav1ng sk1lls. 
The movement of population within the state can be followed from 
the southeast corner to the northwest corner, as steamboats pushed 
further up the rivers. This chapter w1ll def1ne a front1er and then 
describe the state's populat1on growth 1n terms of front1er stages, as 
people moved 1n this northwesterly direct1on. No one has def1ned the 
length of t1me southeast Iowa was actually a front1er. Secondary 
authors use the term "front1er" 1n wr1t1ng about handweav1ng in early 
Iowa homes, w1th no reference to actual time period In addition, this 
chapter w1ll g1ve the reader an idea of where the earliest settlers came 
from and what type of l1fe style they had during their first years of 
settlement. 
12 
Frontier Iowa 
By the early 1800s, m111tary posts were establ1shed in the region 
of Iowa, then occup1ed by Sac and Fox Ind1ans. Government troops were 
established at two s1tes 1n hopes of obta1ning access to land west of 
the Mississ1pp1 Fort Mad1son, bU1lt 1n 1808 on the Mississipp1 1n 
present day Lee County, was burned and evacuated by 1813. Fort 
Armstrong provided another government station close to Iowa land, being 
bU1lt on Rock Island 1n the M1ssissippi by 1816 (see F1gure 2). These 
government posts prov1ded a means for Iowa's ear11est settlers to obta1n 
some commercial suppl1es. 
In add1t1on to government posts, fur trading posts were estab11shed 
at the s1tes of Keokuk and Muscat1ne on the Miss1ss1ppi River and at 
Ottumwa, Eddyville, and Iowaville on r1vers 1n Iowa's interior. Fur 
traders estab11shed these stores as a way to bring commerc1al goods to 
the Ind1ans 1n exchange for furs Old trading books from the Eddyville 
post 1nd1cate that Indians and other early settlers were purchasing 
broadcloth, calico, r1bbons, s1lk thread, and needles as well as 
leggings and parasols prior to 1837 (Sabin & Sabin, 1916). The supply 
center for the government forts and the fur trading posts was St. Lou1s, 
Missour1, wh1ch was over 350 miles south on the Miss1ss1ppi. St. Lou1s 
cont1nued to serve as the major source of commerc1al goods and supplies 
until legal settlement of Iowa began 1n 1833. 
The Iowa frontier was offic1ally opened for settlement on June 1, 
1833. Th1S was the result of the Black Hawk Purchase of 1832, which 
secured a str1p of land from the Sac and Fox Ind1ans (see F1gure 2). 
13 
DELAWARE 
BLAe 
HENRY 
LEE 
HAWK 
CLINTON 
FORT MADISON 
1808-1813 
Figure 2. Black Hawk Purchase of 1832 
1816-1832 
14 
This area was 50 miles w1de and bordered the western bank of the 
M1ssissippi R1ver from the state of Missouri to Prairie du Chien, 
W1scons1n. The f1rst census for the Black Hawk Purchase in 1836 found 
10,531 people 11v1ng 1n the region (Hull, 1883, p. 196). A large number 
of Iowa's early settlers were attracted to the coal m1ning reg10n 1n the 
area that is presently Dubuque County. Fur traders and soldiers also 
settled in the present locations of Scott, Des M01nes, and Lee Count1es. 
By 1836, Iowa was populated as far west as Jefferson County. Early 
p10neers had established the r1ver towns of Dubuque, Davenport, Fl1nt 
H1lls (BurI1ngton), and Fort Mad1son by 1836 (see F1gure 3). These 
towns replaced the government posts 1n Iowa as supply sources as soon as 
settlers opened numerous stores and businesses 
From 1836 to 1840, the total population of Iowa grew fourfold. In 
1840, the terr1tory of Iowa had a populat1on of 43,112 (Hull, 1883, P 
196). A more centrally located cap1tal was needed. Iowa C1ty in 
Johnson County succeeded Burlington in Des M01nes County as the 
terr1tor1al cap1tal seat in 1839. By 1840, Iowa's populat1on lay east 
of a line through the establ1shed towns of Ottumwa (Wapello County), 
Iowa C1ty, and Guttenberg (Clayton County) (see F1gure 3). 
The rema1n1ng three-quarters of present day Iowa was settled during 
the next 30 years, from 1840 through 1870. By 1842, the th1rd and last 
add1t1on of land to Iowa had been negot1ated from Indian tribes. In 
1846, Iowa became a state and its present borders were def1ned. By 
1850, people were mov1ng 1nto the center region of the state. S1X 
counties 1n southeast Iowa could no longer be considered a frontier in 
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1850, according to Conzen (1974) who defined a frontier as an area w1th 
less than 15 persons per square mile. According to state census reports 
of the densit1es of Iowa count1es, Iowa had four major frontier lines, 
or margins of settled areas, from 1850 to 1880 (see Figure 4). By 1860, 
the settled area of Iowa encompassed 97 counties. Also, the rest of 
southeast Iowa as defined by th1s study, w1th the except10n of Iowa 
County, could no longer be thought of as a front1er reg10n 1n 1860. In 
1870, the United States Bureau of the Census declared the state of Iowa 
no longer a front1er, even though less than half of its counties had 
reached a density of 15 persons per square m1le (see F1gure 4). Even by 
1880, the counties in the northwest quarter of Iowa accounted for less 
than f1ve per cent of the state's total populat1on (Hull, 1883) By the 
population dens1ty def1n1t10n of a front1er, as stated by Conzen (1974), 
the northwest quarter of Iowa was still a front1er 1n 1880. Despite the 
fact that southeast Iowa was no longer considered a frontier by 1860, on 
the bas1s of population density, the reg10n will be considered a 
front1er for the ent1re t1me period of th1s study, as a large part of 
the state rema1ned a frontier until 1870. 
Iowa Settlers 
Iowa's earl1est settlers were from Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, 
M1ssouri, Kentucky, and Tennessee Smaller numbers came from New York, 
Pennsylvan1a, and Virginia. Easterners dest1ned for Iowa land came by 
waterways or by land. The Miss1ss1PP1 R1ver was traveled by steamboats 
as early as 1823 The Upper M1ss1ssipp1, that portion above St. Louis, 
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had previously been used by boats dest1ned for the m1ning reg10n around 
Galena, I111no1s. Once Iowa land was open for settlement, prospect1ve 
Iowans used the M1ssissippi during the warmer months to travel from New 
Orleans. Also, the Mississippi provided a means of getting from the 
mouth of the Ohio River, at the southern tip of Illinois, to Iowa's 
eastern border. The Ohio River prov1ded a major waterway route for 
westward travelers as it was navigable throughout the year. An 
addit10nal river route was through the Great Lakes to Chicago and then 
on the Illino1s R1ver to the Miss1ss1ppi Settlers com1ng to Iowa used 
waterways until Congress author1zed overland roads in the late 1830s. 
By 1836 and 1837, the Great Cumberland Road, through Ohio, Indiana, and 
Illinois, and a second road further south through Peor1a, I111no1s, were 
11ned with oxen and wagons headed for Iowa. 
Well-traveled land routes ended at the M1ssiss1pp1 R1ver. The need 
for ferries became urgent as thousands arr1ved at the western edge of 
Illinois, anxious to enter the new front1er. In 1833, 14 ferries were 
operating along the M1SS1SS1PP1 from the Iowa s1de to transport people 
across the r1ver The need for ferries increased as land travelers 
1ncreased. Between 1836 and 1846, 54 ferry licenses were granted to get 
people and the1r possess1ons to Iowa land. W1th1n Iowa, overland routes 
were not well-developed. They cons1sted mainly of 12-inch Indian 
trails, d1rt lanes, or ox-wagon tracks, w1th wagon travel no faster than 
one to two miles per hour. As a result, p10neers eager to select the1r 
claims used Iowa's r1vers: the Des M01nes, Skunk, Iowa, and Cedar 
r1vers, for travel w1th1n the state (see F1gure 3). The first year for 
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navigation on the Des Moines and Iowa r1vers was 1837. A steamboat 
travelled from Keokuk to Keosauqua on the Des Moines River 1n 1837 
loaded w1th flour, corn-meal, some dry goods, whiskey, and Ind1an 
supplies (Hussey, 1919). The Cedar River was f1rst navigated in 1838 
and a steamboat on the Cedar and Iowa rivers reached Iowa City with 
merchants' goods in 1841. The Skunk R1ver, through Henry and Des M01nes 
Counties, was also a navigable means of transportat1on for southeastern 
Iowa. 
The presence of these r1vers with1n southeast Iowa concentrated the 
early settlement of the state 1n th1s region. The forested land next to 
the rivers was most appea11ng to those 10ok1ng for a place to settle 
Hunt1ng and f1sh1ng areas were available and 1t was thought erroneously 
that the forested land Y1elded better s01l than the grass pra1r1e. In 
addition, the trees prov1ded t1mber for bU1ld1ng cab1ns, furn1ture, and 
tools. Consequently, the ear11est populat1on centers and sources for 
commerc1al goods were along Iowa's r1vers and the populat10n of the 
state 1ncreased 1n a northwesterly direction up these r1ver routes. 
Thus, southeast Iowa, from 1837 on, was very access1ble to other parts 
of the country due to 1tS r1vers. Although labeled as a front1er reg10n 
until 1860, the southeast reg10n's r1vers enabled commerc1al goods to 
reach th1s area and made 1t econom1cally act1ve by the early 1840s. 
Southeast Iowa count1es on the M1SS1SS1PP1 possibly had access to 
commerc1al goods earlier than those count1es further west 
nav1gat1on played an 1mportant role 1n the settlement of the state as 
well as enabling Iowa's f1rst merchants to supply settlers w1th more 
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commercial goods than were ava1lable at government and fur trad1ng 
posts 
Early L1fe 1n Iowa 
The area of Iowa developed quickly for yet another reason. The 
procedure for bUY1ng Iowa land was relatively simple before 1838. It 
was necessary for a fam1ly to plow f1ve acres and bU1ld a cab1n, seven 
to e1ght logs h1gh, to s1gnify the1r intent10ns to buy the land. It was 
not until 1838 that government land off1ces opened 1n Dubuque and 
Fairf1eld for the settlers to legally buy Iowa land When settlers 
found the1r cla1ms, they f1rst camped out, 11ved in the1r wagons, or 
slept 1n an abandoned log cabin until the1r f1rst homes could be built. 
The f1rst log homes were built w1th simple handmade tools an ax, broad 
ax, carpenter's adze, auger, and maybe a draw knife (Fisher, 1965). 
This home was commonly one room w1th a large f1replace at one end and 
with two small w1ndows and a door to the south. The roof was of 
clapboard and the floor either dirt or a puncheon floor of logs spl1t 1n 
half and la1d flat s1de up. Furniture was meager. One or two three-
legged stools, a pole bed 1n the corner w1th a trundle bed underneath, 
and shelves were all bU1lt from native lumber. Somet1mes a chest or 
trunk and a rocking chair had been brought from the East for this first 
front1er home (F1sher, 1965). A fam1ly's f1rst furn1ture had to be 
bU1lt w1th no na1ls and was made qU1ckly. The result1ng housing and 
furniture were rough and functional rather than pieces of craftsmansh1p 
and beauty. 
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F1sher (1965) and Dubell (1941) mentioned the few household 
text1les that m1ght have been used in these log cabins. Settlers were 
likely to use worn, d1scarded undergarments or p1eces of blankets for 
towels. Other household text1les included curta1ns to cover shelves of 
d1shes and perhaps one or two tablecloths brought from mother's homemade 
linen More often, no tablecloth was used because wash1ng such 
"luxur1es" by hand added to the necessary chores. W1ndow curta1ns were 
seldom used as they cut down on valuable light 1n the cabin and w1ndows 
were kept small and few to reduce drafts. Petersen (1952(b)) mentioned 
the use of a mattress of hay or straw covered with a homespun sheet 1n 
the summer. Two feather beds may have been used in the winter, one as a 
mattress and one as a cover. 
Men's and women's roles were spec1f1cally def1ned once the 
household had been estab11shed. Men were the food gatherers. Abundant 
f1sh, qua1l, deer, prairie chickens, rabbits, and an occasional buffalo 
were found eas1ly 1n Iowa terr1tory. As well as bU1lding the log cabin 
and obta1n1ng food, the men broke the sod and planted oats, corn, and 
wheat as beg1nn1ng crops. In the winter months, men spent time 
splitt1ng rails, choPP1ng f1rewood, making furn1ture and tools, mend1ng 
harnesses, shelling seed corn, and tend1ng livestock Secondary Iowa 
h1stor1es ment10n that every farm had a patch of flax and some sheep to 
prov1de raw materials for the household production of text1les. 
However, flax and sheep are ment10ned 1n terms of women's work and are 
not commonly assoc1ated w1th male respons1b1l1t1es. This may 1nd1cate 
that sheep and flax were not cons1dered a major part of Iowa farm l1fe 
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in the early years of settlement. Men most frequently did all the 
outs1de tasks and worked towards prov1ding the fam1ly w1th cash from 
surplus agr1cultural products. 
A woman's Jobs on the front1er were var1ed, 1ncluding cooking, 
dressing game, clean1ng, wash1ng, sew1ng and mend1ng, spinning, 
knitt1ng, and weav1ng She also was a ch1ldbearer, babysitter, teacher, 
and doctor. A woman's tasks were not only the necessary daily Jobs of 
cooking, washing, and babys1tt1ng, but also 1ncluded cyclical home 
manufacture wh1ch prov1ded the family with butter, cheese, soap, 
candles, cloth, and clothing. Part of a woman's contr1but10n to a 
family was to make products at home that could be used as a means to 
barter for store goods and serV1ces Products of the da1ry, henhouse, 
garden, and 100m were commodities to be exchanged for commercial goods. 
Glass, dyes, crockery, metal utens1ls, store cloth, coffee, tea, and 
sugar were obtained by barter if not on credit. 
The need for cred1t stemmed largely from the fact that banks were 
v1rtually nonexistent in the early stages of Iowa settlement. The 
Miner's Bank of Dubuque, operat1ng from 1837 to 1849, was the only 
official bank in Iowa until 1858, when a law was passed to incorporate 
the State Bank of Iowa. The first southeast Iowa branches of the state 
bank were 1n Davenport, Iowa City, Keokuk, Mt. Pleasant, Muscat1ne, and 
Oskaloosa. By 1865, the Un1ted States Congress had passed a law that 
establ1shed a Nat10nal Bank. By March of that year, most state banks 
were merged into the National Bank system (Gallaher, 1937; Sherman, 
1901). It seems that land, at $1 25 per acre, was the only commod1ty 
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for which early Iowa settler had to have cash. 
The female's contribut10n to the se1f-suff1c1ent l1fe on the 
frontier was most important in the years before the men were able to 
produce a surplus crop from the prairie land. A significant part of 
household manufacture done by women in the early years of Iowa 
settlement was the product10n of food and cloth for their families. The 
need for handmade fabr1c for household textiles and c10th1ng was great 
if commercial cloth was not ava11able, 1f a family d1d not settle near a 
center of commerce on the front1er, or if they had no money or goods to 
exchange for cloth. Secondary authors ma1nta1n that the pr1mary 
mot1vation for handweav1ng was the lack of commerc1a1 goods However, 
they do not g1ve eV1dence wh1ch substant1ates the lack of commerc1a1 
goods or wh1ch clearly descr1bes the tools, processes, or textile 
products that were part of household manufacture. Also, any activities 
assoc1ated w1th spinning and weaving were assumed to have been done only 
in a log cab1n Although southeast Iowa can be thought of as a frontier 
unt1l 1860, the use of log cabins 1S not thought to have lasted as long 
as the front1er stage 1n this area of the state. Da1ley (Note 1) 
1ndicated that fami11es were l1kely to l1ve 1n log cabins for two to 
three years, only long enough to save money or obta1n materials to build 
a larger three-to-four room house. The ability to build new houses 
shortly after settlement in Iowa h1nts at the ava11ab1lity of certa1n 
goods. It 1S probable that 1f bU1lding supp11es were ava11ab1e 1n 
adequate quant1t1es for most early settlers to build new houses, other 
goods were also available through the same suppliers. 
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The quest10n of whether or not Iowa h1stor1ans have been correct in 
the1r accounts of log cab1n text11e product10n and handweavers dr1ven by 
necessity should be evaluated in the light of primary data. The total 
value of goods produced by household manufacture from 1850 to 1870 w111 
be presented as the best eV1dence ava11able on the amount of handweaving 
done 1n the home. The fo110w1ng chapter w111 also present the primary 
evidence found for the existence of commerc1a1 goods and serV1ces in 
southeast Iowa. It w111 serve as a discussion of the effect that 
commerc1al goods and serV1ces had on 1ncreas1ng or decreasing the amount 
of household product10n done 1n spec1f1c count1es. Cons1derat10n of the 
extant eV1dence for these aspects of Iowa front1er 11fe w111 prov1de a 
more so11d bas1s, than that provided by secondary Iowa h1stories, on 
which to evaluate the need for handweav1ng 1n southeast Iowa. 
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HOME AND COMMERCIALLY MANUFACTURED GOODS 
Th1S chapter is 1ntended to reflect the extent of and need for 
handweav1ng in southeast Iowa for the ear11est settlers. State and 
federal census records show the total value of goods produced by 
household manufacture for each Iowa county from 1850 through 1870 Some 
unknown proportion of these goods 1ncluded handwoven cloth, according to 
the census definition of domest1c manufacture (Hull, 1883). The value 
of these homemade goods in each county will be presented and d1scussed 
in terms of its general importance 1n southeast Iowa over the 20 year 
per10d. Evidence for the avai1ab111ty of dry goods dealers and 
craftspeople who constructed cloth1ng w11l also be presented. This 
evidence will be d1scussed as one means for understand1ng whether or not 
home weaving was pract1ced s1mp1y because there were no other resources 
for text1le products in southeast Iowa. 
Domest1c Manufacture 
Domest1c manufacture was def1ned by federal census author1t1es to 
mean "all household manufacture not included in dairy products; that is 
to say, fulled cloth, flannel, l1nen and tow cloth, cotton and m1xed 
goods, maple sugar, etc., etc" (Hull, 1883, p. xx) The "etc., etc." 
could include other necessary items people made 1n their home on a 
regular bas1s such as candles, soap, furn1ture, and tools In general, 
home manufacture reflected the degree to wh1ch commerc1a1 goods were 
ava11ab1e. The maJor1ty of settlers would be expected to have bartered 
for or purchased commerc1al goods as soon as they were ava1lable 1n 
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TABLE 1 
Value of Household Manufacture per Person in Southeast Iowa, 1850-1870 
Average 
Value Over 
20 Year 
County 1850 1856 1859 1860 1870 Period 
Cedar $1.47 $ .21 $ .27 $ .49 $ .02 $ .49 
Davis 2.22 2.06 1.84 1.41 2.22 1.95 
Des Moines .55 .58 1.60 .17 .14 .61 
Henry 1.72 1.32 .68 .39 .23 .87 
Iowa 1.35 .33 .16 1.27 2.89 1.20 
Jefferson 2.25 1.53 1.81 .95 1.15 1.54 
Johnson 1.29 .29 .39 .01 .07 .41 
Keokuk 1. 91 1.28 1.03 .63 1.07 1.18 
Lee .69 .34 1.13 .15 .05 .47 
Louisa 1.36 .64 .83 .18 .80 .76 
Mahaska 1.30 1.41 1.18 .68 .25 .96 
Muscatine .59 .46 .33 .16 .27 .36 
Scott .24 3.40 .19 .06 .06 .79 
Van Buren 1.92 1.17 1.30 .73 .51 1.13 
Wapello 2.30 1.97 .85 .87 .65 1.33 
Washington 1.55 .75 1.31 .54 .17 .86 
~. Values for this table were computed by dividing the total value 
of household manufacture for each county by the total population of that 
county. The totals were obtained from state and federal census tables. 
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order to g1ve up the time-consuming hand processes 1nvolved in home 
product10n. For the settlers 1n the 16-county area 1ncluded in this 
study, an average value of domestic manufacture per person was 
calculated (see Table 1) The value of goods provided by domestic 
manufacture generally declined in southeast Iowa from 1850 to 1870. In 
1850, the average value of domest1c manufacture per person was $1.42. 
By 1856, the value had decl1ned to $1.11; by 1859, 1t was 93 cents per 
person; and by 1860, only 54 cents worth of homemade goods was being 
produced per person in southeast Iowa (Census Board, 1857, 1859; U. S. 
Bureau of the Census, 1853, 1864). For all counties, except Cedar, 
Iowa, and Wapello, a dramat1c decrease 1n home manufacture occurred 
between 1859 and 1860 Exact reasons for the dec11ne are not known 
The entire decade of 1850 to 1860 represented a decrease 1n the value of 
goods produced w1th1n the home. This decrease in home production could 
1nd1cate a greater re11ance on commerc1al goods in most southeast Iowa 
counties by 1860. 
A small resurgence of domestic manufacture occurred between 1860 
and 1870. The average value of manufacture per person in 1870 was 11 
cents h1gher than 1t had been 1n 1860 for the 16-county area (U. S. 
Bureau of the Census, 1872). The major 1ncrease 1n home manufacture for 
the entire 16-county area was concentrated 1n Davis, Iowa, Jefferson, 
and Keokuk count1es between 1860 and 1870. It was in these same four 
count1es, along with Wapello County, that the h1ghest amounts of goods 
had been homemade dur1ng the ent1re per10d from 1850 through 1870. The 
product10n of needed goods by hand 1n these f1ve count1es represents a 
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degree of self-suff1c1ency among Iowa fam111es as late as 1870. A 
poss1ble reason for the sl1ght 1ncrease in home manufactured goods from 
1860 to 1870 is the occurrence of the C1v11 War 1n th1s decade. Some 
commercial goods were scarce and costly dur1ng the war. Raw cotton, 
predom1nantly grown 1n the south, was less ava1lable to the northern 
text1le mills, so cotton yarn and text1les were scarce at th1s time. 
Also, Iowa sent more men 1n proport10n to its populat10n to the serV1ce 
dur1ng th1s t1me than any other state in the un1on. One-half of the 
male populat1on in Iowa performed some kind of military service during 
the C1v11 War (R1Iey, 1981). The result1ng decrease in 1ncome and the 
hardsh1ps faced by many families could have increased home manufacture 
of goods, espec1ally in those homes that had not completely given up 
hand processes by 1860 and still had the necessary tools available. 
Weaving as a temporary necess1ty for some fam1lies dur1ng the C1v11 War 
w1ll be further d1scussed 1n the chapter on home weav1ng. 
The counties that ma1ntained the highest degree of home manufacture 
from 1850 to 1870: Iowa, Keokuk, Wapello, Jefferson, and DaV1S count1es, 
have similar1t1es that are proposed as 1nfluent1al factors to th1s 
manufacture. None of these counties, w1th the except10n of Wapello 
County, had nav1gable r1vers for steamboats to br1ng commercial goods 
1nto the area. As well, Jefferson and Wapello counties did not have 
access to railroad transportat10n and shipp1ng unt11 1861. Iowa County 
was not served by a ra1lroad unt11 1862 and Dav1s and Keokuk were the 
last southeast counties to have access to the railroad. Dav1s County 
was reached by rail in 1868 and Keokuk County 1n 1872 (Cooper, 1958). 
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Also, these five count1es were all within Iowa's 1nter10r, wh1ch limited 
their access to the early steamboats that traveled up and down the 
Miss1ssippi. 
In contrast to these countles, four count1es on the M1ss1ssippi 
River and two other count1es with navigable r1vers had the lowest values 
for home manufactured goods over the entlre period. Settlers in Scott, 
Muscatine, Des Moines, Lee, Cedar, and Johnson count1es were produc1ng 
the least amounts of homemade goods and 1t seems probable that settlers 
in these count1es had commelc1al goods available to them at an early 
date The nav1gat10n of the M1ssissipp1 by 1823 and the Cedar and Iowa 
R1vers by 1841 would contrlbute to the avallability of goods in these 
countles. The locat10n of the terr1tor1al capital 1n Johnson County 
from 1839 to 1857 would add to a greater number of people and commercial 
suppliers In that county. In addlt1on, Scott, Muscatine, Johnson, and 
Des M01nes count1es had access to the earl1est ra11road In Iowa 1n 1855, 
w1th ra1lroads 1n Lee and Cedar countles completed by 1859 (Cooper, 
1958). The introductlon of the ra1lroad In these counties in the 1850s 
could have contrlbuted to the qUlck decrease 1n home product10n by 1860. 
The locatlon of the countles wlth the lowest value of household goods 
produced from 1850 to 1870 suggests that the MlssisS1PPl R1ver and early 
access to railroads brought a greater avallability of commerclal goods 
to these countles and made home processes unneccesary. It 1S probable 
that a low value of goods produced by home manufacture W1thln a county 
was dlrectly related to a greater number of dry good dealers as well as 
more access to craftspeople sk1lled In clothlng constructlon. 
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Commerc1ally Made Textiles and Clothing 
A look at the locat1ons of dry good dealers in southeast Iowa 1n 
1846 does 1ndicate that the largest number of these stores were 1n the 
Miss1ss1ppi River towns of Burlington, Fort Mad1son, and Bloom1ngton 
(see Figure 2). There were a total of 91 dry good dealers 1n southeast 
Iowa at this t1me. The towns with the largest numbers of dry good 
dealers were also the largest towns in the area. Ta1lors and others 
sk1lled in cloth1ng construct1on were not very numerous by 1846. The 
towns with the largest numbers in such trades were Bur11ngton, w1th n1ne 
ta1lors serving a populat1on of 3,000, and Bloomington, with only f1ve 
ta1lors for 1,600 people. 
By 1856, profess1onals sk1lled 1n cloth1ng construction were more 
numerous 1n southeast Iowa, although they were st1ll not abundant in 
relation to the population 1n the area. As with dry good dealers, the 
tradespeople who prov1ded for cloth1ng needs, were 1n the greatest 
numbers in Scott, Muscat1ne, Des M01nes, and Lee count1es along the 
M1ssissippi (see F1gure 2). A closer look at the number of cloth1ng 
professionals per person 1n 1856 reveals that people in Scott, 
Muscat1ne, Johnson, Mahaska, and Keokuk had the greatest access to these 
serV1ces, w1th one professional to every 240 to 400 settlers. The 
number of skilled craftspeople does not indicate that commercial 
cloth1ng construct1on was prevalent in southeast Iowa by 1856. Three of 
the count1es that had the h1ghest values of home manufacture also had 
the greatest need for clothing construction in the home. There was only 
one tradesperson available to sew cloth1ng for every 900 to 1000 people 
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in Dav1s, Iowa, and Jefferson counties. 
The earliest Iowa newspapers, dating from 1838 through 1857, and 
store account books from 1845 to 1857, were surveyed for the type and 
var1ety of text1les and clothing that were available w1th1n these years. 
It was 1mportant to see when commercial goods became available as well 
as what types of textile goods were included in the early stores. These 
newspapers and account books provided evidence that a large var1ety of 
text1les was available at local stores by 1838. Broadcloth, cassimeres, 
satinets, lindseys (linseys), Kentucky and Keokuk jeans, dr1lling, and 
linens were ava1lable for purchase as well as f1ner French and English 
velvets, silks, calicos, cambr1cs, and chintzes. However, only smaller 
clothing items and accessories were available in dry good stores 
accord1ng to newspaper ads of the period. Items such as handkerch1efs, 
cravats, gloves, shawls, vests, hats, and buffalo robes were be1ng sold 
1n the major towns of southeast Iowa 1n the 1830s and 1840s (Bloomington 
Herald, 1846-48; Burlington Patriot, 1838; Davenport Gazette, 1843-44; 
Espy, 1848-9; Hawkeye and Iowa Patr1ot, 1840-41; Iowa Territorial 
Gazette, 1839-40; Kirkwood, 1845-58; Lee County Democrat, 1843-52; 
McDonald, 1855-57). By the t1me Iowa atta1ned statehood, Newhall's 
travel gU1de, ~ Glimpse of Iowa in 1846, stated that 
In principal towns of Iowa, most every article, both of 
necessity and luxury, will be found at the stores, in almost 
as great var1ety as at the larger estab11shments of the 
eastern c1ties (p. 60-61). 
Although the review of newspaper ads for textiles and clothing was 
l1m1ted, it appears that commercial cloth was available in southeast 
Iowa by the 1840s. Whether or not these text1les were ava1lable in 
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sufficient quant1t1es for the number of settlers 1S not known. Where 
goods were ava1lable, the barter system made it possible for most 
fami11es to have access to commercially made text1le and clothing items 
The newspapers wh1ch were used to find the types of commerc1al 
cloth that were available 1n southeast Iowa were from M1ssissippi River 
towns, as these towns had the earliest newspapers. Southeast Iowa towns 
further west may not have had access to commerc1al cloth and 
craftspeople mak1ng clothing as early as the towns covered by the 
papers However, nav1gat1on on most southeast Iowa rivers came qU1ckly 
after the f1rst settlers arrived. Johnson County to the north was 
reached by steamboat 1n 1841 and Wapello and Mahaska count1es to the 
west were reached soon after by steamboats on the Des MOlnes Rlver The 
southeast countles without navigable rlvers, Iowa, Keokuk, Washington, 
Jefferson, and Dav1s, probably had the least access to commercial 
products, prlor to the ava1labl11ty of trains to sh1p goods from Eastern 
suppllers. Household manufacture 1n these counties w1thout rivers was 
more llkely to be out of need than in other southeast counties. Davis 
and Keokuk count1es, lacking major navigable r1vers and belng the last 
southeast countles to have access to ra1lroad transportat1on, were among 
the counties that had the highest amount of household manufacture 
through 1870. 
Th1s chapter has provlded evidence that the total value of 
household manufacture in most southeast counties gradually decreased 
from 1850 to 1870, with a resurgence of thls manufacture in some 
Count1es ln the Clvil War decade. The count1es that lncreased home 
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production at th1s time were those that already had the hlghest values 
of manufactured goods up to 1860. The availab111ty of commerclal 
text1les and tradespeople skilled in clothing construction was found to 
be greatest in counties along the M1SS1SS1ppi and decreased the need for 
home produced goods in these counties. The introduct1on of the railroad 
into Iowa count1es 1S proposed as influential in bring1ng a larger 
variety of commerc1al cloth than previously available. Because of this, 
it was an important factor to the decrease of home manufacture ~n 
southeast Iowa from 1850 to 1870. The greatest extent of home 
manufacture d1d occur in count1es inland from the Miss1ssippi w1th no 
Necess1ty was a poss1ble mot1vatlon for the home 
manufacture in these count1es, w1th no major means of transportation 
unt1l the 1860s and 1870s 
The next chapter will ident~fy the home weavers that could be 
documented by extant ev~dence It will ~nclude a d1scussion of the 
tools, processes, and textile products that were made w1th1n the home 1n 
southeast Iowa. It is expected that the greatest number of handweavers 
will be found 1n those counties manufactur1ng the highest values of 
goods within the home. In the following chapter, all possible 
motivat1ons for handweaving w111 be proposed as working hypotheses for 
future research. 
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HOME WEAVING 
In this chapter, the follow1ng topics will be d1scussed: 
1. The problems assoc1ated with the ident1f1cat1on of tools and 
woven products as dist1nct from those that were brought 1nto 
Iowa by early settlers. 
2. The processes used and types of cloth produced by home 
weavers as determined by the raw materials ava1lable 1n Iowa. 
3. The tools used by home weavers and the sources for these 
tools. 
4 The ava1labi11ty and use of commun1ty serV1ces and goods to 
make textile products in the home 
5 The reasons that handweavers used the1r sk1lls 1n southeast 
Iowa. 
A major problem in th1s study was to 1dent1fy, among extant 
artifacts, those 1tems that were made in southeast Iowa. Of course, 
early settlers often brought w1th them clothing and household text1les 
that were woven 1n other states or countr1es. To c1te several examples, 
Susan Wyatt left West V1rg1n1a in 1838 to travel to Iowa w1th her new 
husband. In preparat10n for her married l1fe, she had colored and 
braided rag str1ps and sewn them 1nto rugs, woven l1nen for sheets and 
pillowcases, kn1tted lace and t1d1es for cha1r backs, and woven sheer 
l1nen for curtains (Robbins, 1974) When one of the oldest boys of a 
family 1n Wash1ngton County, Iowa went back to Ohio for h1s br1de in 
1848, she brought w1th her a dowry chest w1th 12 linen sheets, 12 l1nen 
p1llowcases, three counterpanes, and many woolen blankets, all hand-
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woven by her (Flsher, 1978) 
The same difficulty occurs ln ldentlfying textile-related tools 
lndlgenous to Iowa. In antlclpation of a shortage of stores and 
supplles on the frontler, home weavers could have brought a personal 
collectlon of smaller weavlng tools wlth them from other places. Looms 
were not likely to have been brought wlth other weaving tools from 
outslde of Iowa because they could be bUllt from native lumber and were 
slmply too bulky and heavy for the means of transportation available at 
thlS tlme. One of the obJectlves of thlS research was to look for any 
evidence of weaving tools or equlpment brought into Iowa during thlS 
perlod. Only one wrltten reference pertaining to this was found in a 
request by Mary Stephenson of Jefferson County. In a letter to her 
brother-ln-Iaw and slster in 1869, who were 1ntend1ng to 1mm1grate from 
Sweden, she wrote, "Bring rollers for weaving and shuttles, but not too 
small. I wlll buy them of you. They can be had here, but they are 
expenslve" (Stephenson, 1921-22, p. 94). Few extant art1facts eXlst as 
eVldence that pl0neers brought other weaving tools and equipment into 
Iowa Two splnnlng wheels were found that were brought to countles 1n 
central Iowa. A wheel in the Boone L1brary and Museum is believed to 
have been used ln the area and has "1839" carved lnto lt Slnce Boone 
County was not settled untl1 the mld-1840s, it 1S 11kely that the 
splnnlng wheel was made elsewhere and brought into the area sometlme 
after 1839. Another wheel, found 1n the Jefferson Histor1cal Museum, 
also provldes eVldence that tools such as this could have been brought 
1nto Iowa Thus, some eV1dence was found that smaller weavlng tools, 
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but not looms, were brought into some areas of Iowa, though no artlfacts 
ln southeast Iowa were documented as from another locatlon. 
For this study, descrlptlons and slides were made of any handwoven 
textiles or related tools that were In public and private collections 
and that were labeled as woven or used by a home weaver in southeast 
Iowa. Many textile items examlned durlng the course of the study were 
of uncertain provenance. Some of these items, however, were documented 
accordlng to written accounts of textile productlon ln the area ln order 
to serve as examples of what was typlcal of the raw materlals, weaves, 
and flnished products of southeast Iowa weavers. 
Raw Materlals Used 
Flax 
In order to weave cloth ln 19th century Iowa, people either had to 
ralse or have access to flax, wool, or cotton as raw materlal or as 
yarn The belief that pl0neer women ln Iowa ralsed a patch of flax and 
every farm had a flock of sheep to provide the raw materlals for 
carding, splnnlng, dyelng, weaving, and knlttlng has been repeated many 
tlmes (Anderson, 1923; Augustlne, 1923; Capllnger, 1923; Cole, 1921; 
Faragher, 1979, Fawkes, 1923; Gallaher, 1927; Llesman, 1923; McLeran, 
1923, Melloh, 1981; Olllnger, 1923; Palne, 1923; Petersen, 1952(b); 
Ranger, 1923; Rogers, Note 2; Sabln & Sabln, 1916; Sharp, 1971, 
Tomllnson, 1923, Trent, 1923, Vanderwort, 1923; Welty, 1968). Census 
takers recorded the productl0n of flax flber in the state (see Table 3). 
Throughout the period from 1850 to 1880, censuses show that flax was 
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TABLE 3 
Counties in Southeast Iowa Growing One or More Pounds 
of Flax Fiber per Person, 1850-1870 
Total Quantity 
Year County Grown in Pounds Pounds Per Person 
1850 Davis 7,877 1 
Keokuk 13,130 3 
1863 Henry 63,910 4 
1865 Johnson 27,705 1 
Muscatine 32,9l6 2 
1867 Johnson 356,075 16 
1870 Johnson 674,500 27 
~. Information for this table is from state and federal census tables. 
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grown 1n southeast Iowa. But only a few count1es were growing enough 
flax to prov1de one pound of fiber per person. In 1850, the total 
pounds of flax f1ber grown 1n Dav1s county averaged out to one pound per 
person l1v1ng 1n that county. Settlers in Keokuk County were growing 
about three pounds of flax fiber per person Davis and Keokuk were also 
count1es that had h1gh values of home manufactured goods in 1850 (see 
Table 1). The home product10n 1n these count1es may have 1ncluded the 
use of flax for handwoven cloth. All other count1es 1n 1850 had flax 
crops tota11ng less than one pound per person (U. S. Bureau of the 
Census, 1853). 
At the t1me of the 1860 census, no count1es had equal to or over 
one pound of flax f1ber per person. From 1863 to 1870, only Henry 
County (1n 1863), Johnson County (in 1865, 1867, and 1870), and 
Muscat1ne County (in 1865) were growing flax in any quantity (Census 
Board, 1857, 1859, 1867; U. S Bureau of the Census, 1853, 1864, 1872). 
Settlers 1n Henry County were producing very l1ttle home goods by 1860. 
Thus, it 1S speculated that the large quant1ty of flax fiber grown in 
1863 in Henry County was be1ng used by an industry or as an agricultural 
commodity Local 1ndustry that could use flax were manufacturers of 
flax products such as linen cloth, cord, rope, or l1nseed oil. The 
product10n of flax for 1ndustry or as an agricultural commodity is 
thought to be true of Johnson and Muscat1ne count1es as well. Little 
household manufacture was be1ng done 1n these count1es after 1859 (see 
Table 1). It 1S known that Johnson County had a commercial flax 
manufacturer from 1868 to 1888 (Dockham, 1868-1890). How much of the 
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flax grown in Johnson or other countles was grown as an agrlcultural 
cash crop to supply local lndustry and how much was grown for use in 
home manufacture is not known. Nevertheless, there is eVldence that 
some flax was used in home manufacture in southeast Iowa prlor to 1850 
and used ln small quantltles throughout the 1870s for varlOUS end 
products 
Accordlng to wrltten references, home weavers who dld use flax used 
lt for warp and weft yarns as well as sewing thread. Kltturah Belknap, 
of Van Buren County, wrote in her dlary ln 1839 that she had spun flax 
and towl all wlnter to make summer clothes. In her dlary in the spring 
of 1840, Kltturah mentioned weavlng a homemade dress of "cotton warp 
colored blue and copper and fliled wlth pale blue tow filling so lt was 
strlped one way and almost as nlce as glngham" (Rlley, 1977, p. 35). 
She did not glve a name to thlS cloth of llnen and cotton. In 1848, in 
preparatl0n for a trlp to Oregon she had to spln thread for a llnen 
wagon cover and for SlX two-bushel bags to hold flour and other staples 
on the trlp (Rlley, 1977) In Prudence Elizabeth Blillngsley's famlly 
of Jefferson County durlng the 1850s and 1860s, flax was spun to weave 
sheets (Tomllnson, 1923). The Thomas Brown famlly came to Wapello 
County, Iowa ln 1846 from Ohlo. They raised flax whlch they processed 
d 1 d "1 " d (H 1 N 3) an spun to weave lnen pants an lnsey resses aml ton, ote . 
One extant plece of llnen clothlng, a pair of pantaloons or men's 
lTow lS defined as the shortest flbers produced by the flax plant 
Tow cloth lS consldered a low grade of cloth that was used for work 
clothes, as compared to the flner cloth produced from llne fibers, the 
longer flbers of the flax plant 
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broadfall trousers, was found in the Lewel11ng Quaker Shr1ne in Henry 
County These were worn by Owen Garretson of Salem, Iowa and woven and 
sewn by hand by his mother, El1zabeth Garretson. This fam1ly came to 
Salem 1n 1837 and El1zabeth died in 1887; therefore, the pants can be 
dated w1thin this 50 year per10d. Murray (1968) wrote that 1n the late 
1840s 1n Jones County the men wore tow linen pants 1n the summer. 
Some extant tools were found that could be related to the 
product10n of linen cloth 1n Iowa. Many hackles1 were found s1ngly and 
as a pair in Iowa museums These were labeled for use w1th flax or 
wool. However, the coarseness of the p01nted metal teeth set on a 
stationary board suggests that these hackles were used for l1nen rather 
than wool. They were used to separate l1ne flax f1ber from the tow 
f1ber. This was done by draw1ng a bundle or stalk of flax through the 
teeth (Channing, 1978). Museums often placed two of these hackles 
together, as w1th wool cards, but they were properly used consecutively, 
as the teeth on each board were set d1fferent distances apart. The 
board w1th teeth farther apart from each other would be used first and 
the finer toothed board used second to remove more tow and to prepare 
the flax for the sp1nning distaff. No other tools were found that could 
be d1rectly connected to the product10n of flax fiber. 
There were no p1eces of l1nsey-woolsey found though it is one of 
the most frequently ment10ned handwoven fabr1cs 1n secondary accounts of 
the Iowa frontier (Aurner, 1918; Cole, 1921, Faragher, 1979, Robeson, 
1 Hackles are also labeled or referred to as heckles, hatchels, or 
hetchels. 
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1924). Cole (1900) and Gehret (1978) deflned llnsey-woolsey as commonly 
having a warp of llnen and weft of wool and as a coarse varlety of 
flannel. Though not usually considered llnsey-woolsey, many overshot 
coverlets, that were found ln southeast Iowa, were labeled as belng 
woven with llnen warp and wool weft. I dld only a sensory 
identlflcation of fibers but all of the coverlets that I examined 
appeared to be woven wlth cotton rather than llnen warp. 
Raislng flax and processlng the flber lnto yarn was very time 
consumlng, requlred a serles of large tools, and was hard work. This 
mlght account for less productlon of linen textiles ln southeast Iowa 
than textlles of other flbers Larson (Note 4) recalled that flax was a 
good beglnnlng crop on the frontler as lt helped to break down the root 
However, lt was necessary to plant a sterlle crop such 
as potatoes the following year as flax used up precl0us nutrlents in the 
sOll. Difficulty of growlng agrlcultural crops in the same locatlon 
where flax was planted, as well as Iowa's climate, could account for 
less use of flax for weavlng. However, despite the difficulties 
assoclated wlth raising flax and producing linen yarn, some home weavers 
ln southeast Iowa made use of flax flber throughout the perl0d from the 
1830s through 1870. 
Wool 
The most frequently mentloned flber in Iowa accounts was wool. 
EVldence of raislng sheep, washlng, plcklng, splnning and weavlng wool 
was found from 1839 to 1867 (Anderson, 1923, Bengston, 1926; Caplinger, 
1923; Fawkes, 1923; Llesman, 1923; McLeran, 1923, Murray, 1968; 
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TABLE 4 
Pounds of Wool Sheared per Person in Southeast Iowa, 1850-1870 
County 1850 1856 1860 1865 1870 
Cedar 3 2 2 4 2 
DaV1s 2 2 2 8 7 
Des Moines 1 1 1 3 3 
Henry 3 2 1 6 6 
Iowa 1 1 1 3 2 
Jefferson 3 2 2 6 6 
Johnson 3 1 1 4 3 
Keokuk 2 2 2 3.5 5 
Lee 2 1 1 2 2.5 
Louisa 2 1 1 4 4 
Mahaska 2 2 2 10 6 
Muscatine 1 1 1 1 
Scott 1 1 
Van Buren 3 2 2 7 7 
Wapello 3 2 2 6 4 
Wash1ngton 3 1.5 1 6 4 
~. Values for this table were computed by dividing the total pounds of 
wool sheared in each county by the total popu1at10n for that county. The 
totals were obtained from state and federal census tables. 
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Oll~nger, 1923, Riley, 1977; Stephenson, 1921-22, Vanderwort, 1923). 
Informat1on on the pounds of wool sheared 1n southeast Iowa was obta1ned 
from federal and state census summaries taken S1nce 1840 (see Table 4). 
In 1840, nine of the 16 count1es 1n southeast Iowa had some settlers 
raising sheep for wool, but not enough to amount to one pound per 
person. The amount of wool sheared in 1840 totalled 21,242 pounds 
(Hull, 1883). By 1850, the amount of wool sheared in all 16 counties 
had risen to 285,948 pounds, th1rteen times the amount of wool in 1840. 
Th1s amount, divided by the populat1on in the area, averaged out to two 
pounds of sheared wool per person. A total of 31 carders 1n the area 1n 
1850 probably carded a lot of this wool as a service to home weavers. 
From 1856 through the early 1860s, the amount of wool sheared decreased 
by half. Product10n of wool f1ber 1ncreased 1n 1865 to an average of 
f~ve pounds per person and then decreased a bit ~n 1870 to about four 
pounds per person (Census Board, 1857; U. S. Bureau of the Census, 1853, 
1864, 1872). 
As with flax fiber, it is not known how many families were rais1ng 
and shearing sheep to use the wool for home produced goods. In 1850, 
there were only two documented woolen mills 1n southeast Iowa 1n the 
count1es of Henry and Wash1ngton These two m1lls m1ght have used some 
of the raw wool sheared in that year for their finished products. By 
1856, there were at least six product-oriented woolen mills ~n the 
reg1on, f1ve such mills 1n 1860, eight 1n 1865, and 13 in 1870 (see 
Append1x C). The 1ncreased product1on of wool in 1865 may have 
1nd~cated that Iowa farmers were ra1s1ng sheep for a prof1t by this 
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time, sell1ng the wool to mills or wool buyers and sell1ng the sheep for 
mutton It 1S llkely that the small amounts of wool sheared pr10r to 
1860 were being used by home weavers rather than belng sold as an 
agricultural commod1ty. Written accounts and extant woven textiles of 
wool support the idea that families 1n southeast Iowa dld ra1se sheep to 
use the wool in the home product10n of textiles. 
The first step 1n wool processing, sheep shearing, was descr1bed by 
K1tturah Belknap of Van Buren County 1n her d1ary 1n May of 1842. In 
Mayor June, men turned out to make a sheep pen on the bank of the Des 
Moines River and the flocks of sheep were drlven there. The sheep were 
taken one at a time to the rlver where the men would hold the sheep's 
head out of the water wlth one hand and wlth the other rub the wool 
until lt looked clean The sheep were then put 1n a clean pasture to 
dry prlor to shearlng. After shearlng, the wool was lald out "a few 
days to get the sheep sme 11 off" (Riley, 1977, p. 40). 
Wool sort1ng and plck1ng was necessary after the shearlng. In May 
of 1842, K1tturah Belknap had 65 fleeces to do. 
Will sort 1t over, take off the poor short wool and put it by 
to card by hand for comforts. Then wlll sort out the flnest 
for flannels and the coarse for jeans for men's wear. I find 
the wool very n1ce and white, but I do hate to Slt down alone 
to pick so I wll1 invlte about a dozen old ladles in and ln a 
day they will do it all up (Rlley, 1977, p. 40). 
Margaret Murray also mentl0ned the ldea of a "wool plcklng" at her 
mother's house (Murray, 1968). 
The diary of Kltturah Belknap and the set of letters written by 
Mary Stephenson provlded the only written descr1pt10ns found of woolen 
cloth handwoven in southeast Iowa. In July of 1842, Kltturah made a new 
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flannel dress of a small blue and red plaid. Flannel was defined by 
Cole (1900, p. 199) as "coarse-threaded loosely woven woolen material." 
It was usually fulled to glve it stability and had a napped surface It 
was also var10usly teaseled, sheared, or pressed for a variety of 
surface effects. Mary Stephenson wrote in 1867 that she had woven 
twenty-two yards of small checked blue and red woolen cloth for everyday 
wear She also had woven thirteen yards of a dotted blue and red woolen 
cloth for bedclothes (Stephenson, 1921-22). In January of 1869, Mary 
Stephenson wrote, "This year I have woven nearly ninety yards of cloth, 
nearly all wool" (Stephenson, 1921-22, p. 94). Mary Stephenson's dotted 
fabrlc could have been like the red and brown birdseye tW1ll woolen 
cloth that was woven by Johanna Larson. Johanna Larson, a Swed1sh 
lmm1grant, was Mary Stephenson's slster and wove 1n Henry County from 
1869 to 1911. The red and brown blrdseye tWlll as well as a rose and 
green checked tWlll are preserved 1n her grandson's famlly (Larson, Note 
4). 
Extant wool clothing that was handwoven is rare in Iowa 
collect1ons. One explanat10n for th1s 1S that handwoven cloth1ng 1S 
more 11kely to have been work clothing, worn out and not preserved as 
'Sunday' or dress clothes have been. Also, any cloth1ng dated before 
1870 is rare 1n Iowa collect10ns. At the Nelson P10neer Farm 1n Mahaska 
County, several leather work vests were found w1th what appears to be 
handwoven wool cloth as a llning. The cloth 1S of a plain weave and 
natural wool color. The Grout Museum 1n Black Hawk County has a 
handwoven dress, labeled as woven 1n 1850 It appears to be wool and 1S 
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of a red and black or dark brown checked fabrlc. Because of the 
appearance of the selvage edges of the seams and the lrregularity of the 
yarns, lt is very likely that this could be an example of a handwoven 
garment. These are the only examples of handwoven wool clothlng that 
could be documented All flnlshed textile products that could be 
assoclated with home weavers ln southeast Iowa are fabrlcs that requlred 
a two or four harness 100m 
Cotton 
Faragher (1979) wrote that mldwestern farm famllies in the l850s 
produced homespun cloth of flax and wool, supplemented by cotton thread 
or even a little homegrown cotton No eVldence was found that cotton 
was ralsed or spun by any home weavers in Iowa. One cotton spinner was 
listed as worklng Scott County ln 1856 (Census Board, 1857). Cotton 
thread was advertised ln southeast Iowa newspapers. Brldgeman and 
Partrldge of Burllngton advertised three tons of cotton yarns on October 
12, 1841 ln the Hawkeye and Iowa Patriot. The February I, 1844 lssue of 
the Davenport Gazette had an ad placed by J S. McVey of Rockingham, 
Iowa for a few hundred pounds of cotton for sale, of assorted numbers 5 
through 10 A store account book from Rose Hill in Mahaska County, 
covering August 1855 to November 1857, mentloned sales of bunches1 of 
cotton, one bunch for $1.30 (McDonald, 1855-57). Mary Stephenson wrote 
lCotton bunches may denote carded cotton or skeins of cotton yarn. 
Faragher (1979) mentl0ned the use of bunches of carded wool for 
splnning. In thls context, bunches 1S synonymous wlth rolls of carded 
flber. 
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about the expense of cotton yarn ln August of 1864, being $10 per skein 
(Stephenson, 1921-22). 
No extant textiles woven entlrely of cotton were found. Overshot 
coverlets, wlth cotton used for the warp and tabby weft, provlde the 
only eVldence of the use of cotton as a raw materlal among southeast 
Iowa weavers. I Jeans was a handwoven fabrlC mentloned by a number of 
secondary Iowa sources (Aurner, 1918; Cole, 1921, Faragher, 1979; 
Robeson, 1924). Cole (1900) deflned Jeans as a varlety of stout tWll1 
cloth, woven properly wlth cotton warp and wool weft, but often composed 
entirely of cotton. It was woven ln wldths of 27 to 30 lnches and the 
woolen weft, if used, was commonly dyed ln shades of blue, brown, and 
slate (Cole, 1900). Gehret (1978) defined Jeans as having two meanlngs 
It could be used to refer to a twill weave cloth made entlrely of cotton 
or, more generally, referred to a three-harness 2/1 twill fabric of any 
fiber content. Weavlng Jeans and men wearlng homemade Jeans fabric were 
mentioned by Duffleld (1906), Faragher (1979), Murray (1968), and Rlley 
(1977). No extant handwoven cotton fabrlC or Jeans were found. From 
wrltten sources and vlsual lnspection of extant artlfacts it can be 
assumed that almost all cotton used, predomlnantly as warp, was store 
bought. The only extant handwoven textiles with cotton in them, 
coverlets, reinforce this concluslon as all warp appeared to be machlne-
spun rather than handspun. Machine-spun cotton is also thought to have 
been used for weft ln some extant coverlets. Thus, cotton was a flber 
lAlso spelled Jean, janes, or Jaynes 
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that was available as commercial yarn for handweav1ng or kn1tting but 
was not found to be commonly spun or grown at home in southeast Iowa. 
Fin1shed Products 
Wool blankets and cotton and wool overshot coverlets eX1st in 
publ1c and private collections as examples of Iowa handwoven text1les. 
A typ1cal example of such a blanket is a natural-colored one of plain 
weave in the Apple Trees Museum 1n Des Moines County. Most blankets or 
pieces are loosely woven weft-faced fabric and the surface usually 1S 
somewhat felted The most common handwoven coverlets found were 
overshot weave w1th natural or white cotton warp and weft tabby and navy 
blue wool weft All overshot coverlets found have a center lengthwise 
seam, w1th one-half the w1dth usually be1ng 30 to 35 inches. This may 
indicate that the looms used by home weavers to produce their coverlets 
were not much w1der than 40 inches. Toml1nson (1923, p. 3) ment10ned 
wool "coverl1ds" of blue and wh1te and somet1mes red or green woven in 
fl. • " b b f h f I 1ntr1cate patterns y mem ers 0 er am1 y. Overshot coverlets were 
one special text1le that could be woven 1n the home. Most of the extant 
ones 1n Iowa would require a four harness 100m. Overshot coverlets are 
one of the few end products of home weavers that are not known to have 
been woven on power looms or ever produced by commercial mills. As 
well, the slmilar1ty and repet1t1on of threading drafts for most of the 
extant overshot coverlets suggest that they are products of home weavers 
who copied patterns from each other as many probably did not have the 
knowledge or desire to draft or1ginal patterns. Professional weavers, 
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especially those w1th1n the same geograph1c area, were more likely to 
weave un1que end products There 1S no way of knowing how many extant 
coverlets were woven in Iowa as few are labeled or documented as to 
their or1g1n. Overshot coverlets of wool and cotton represent the most 
common type of handwoven textile 1n Iowa collect1ons. 
One can only speculate on the actual var1ety of items woven from 
wool and other f1bers by home weavers ln southeast Iowa. In addition to 
cloth1ng, blankets, and coverlets, home weavers probably made other 
household textlles. The ldea that they did weave other ltems was 
relnforced by a Bloomfleld newspaper article on September 15, 1854 that 
mentioned awards for household manufacture 1n the upcoming Davis County 
Agrlcultural Fair. Pr1zes were to be awarded for the best palr of 
woolen blankets, ten yards of woolen cloth, ten of "janes," ten of 
woolen carpet, and the best coverlet (Democratic Clar1on, 1854) The 
June 10, 1858 1ssue of Ward's Own in Bloomfield 11sted monetary amounts 
to be awarded ln the September falr of the Davis County Agrlcultural 
Society. Household manufacture awards were to be glven for white and 
plaln 11nsey, wh1te and pla1d flannel, mlxed Jeans, wool blankets, 
coverlets, counterpanes, pleced quilts, rag carpet1ng, socks, stockings, 
and "stands" of curtains· 
Thus, home weavers in southeast Iowa were weaving 11nsey, flannel, 
and jeans for clothing such as everyday pants and dresses, as well as 
produc1ng blankets, coverlets, carpets, and curta1ns for their homes. 
Wrltten references and extant textlles and clothing provlde only a 
gllmpse of these posslble products. Examples found were not extensive 
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enough to indicate wh1ch household text1les or types of clothing were 
the most commonly woven. However, it 1S known that handwoven textiles 
made in southeast Iowa included both handspun linen and wool yarns used 
w1th some machine-spun cotton and funct10ned both as cloth and cloth1ng 
for Iowa settlers. 
Tools Used 
An undated newspaper article cla1med that Pamela Maxwell near Salem 
1n Henry County had the firsL loom west of the M1SS1ssipP1 in 1838 
(MacNulty, n. d.). It was a barn frame loom, made of nat1ve lumber by a 
local carpenter, and 1ncluded slx-foot slx-bY-S1X corner posts. This is 
descript1ve of most of the looms that were documented as built and used 
1n Iowa. Most extant looms are counter-balanced w1th two or four 
harnesses. The harnesses are usually hung from an overhead horizontal 
beam by leather p1eces or pulleys. These looms also commonly have 
overhead beaters. Hanging the beater and harnesses from overhead beams 
required the construction of a large cube shape frame for the 100m, thus 
the term barn frame 100m. All extant looms are of wood with a minimal 
use of na1ls or metal and are commonly pegged together. Because of the 
prevalence of barn frame looms 1n Iowa museum collect1ons, rather than 
looms w1thout overhead beaters, 1t is assumed to be the most common type 
used by home weavers 1n southeast Iowa. Many extant looms, however, are 
preserved in p1eces and could not be documented as to type or number of 
harnesses. 
Aurner (1918) 1nd1cated that many looms were built locally as 
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needed. In one county during the winter of 1839, at least n1ne looms 
were built for home use. An ax, draw1ng kn1fe, auger, and saw were the 
only tools used for making the looms (Aurner, 1918). The simple design 
of most barn frame looms made it poss1ble for anyone fam1l1ar w1th tools 
to construct one from local woods. As hypothes1zed ear11er, the very 
we1ght and size of a 100m made it proh1bit1ve to transport a f1n1shed 
100m 1nto Iowa, given the means of transportation ava1lable from 1833 to 
1870. No looms with specific provenance outs1de of Iowa were located. 
There 1S, however, one barn frame 100m 1n the Jonathan Conger House in 
Wash1ngton County said to have been brought to Muscat1ne from New York 
State in the 1850s. No evidence eX1sts to verify the or1ginal owner or 
to relate how the 100m got to Iowa 
Some secondary Iowa histories suggested that one 100m may have 
served several fam1l1es (Aurner, 1918; Cole, 1921; Taylor, 1970). No 
evidence was found to support th1s not10n. One poss1ble alternative to 
f1tting a loom in cramped liv1ng quarters was found 1n a descript10n 
that Mrs Semira Ph1l1ps made of her uncle's cabin in Mahaska County. 
"My aunt had a 100m and all other necessities for making cloth. Wh1le 
the weather was warm, the 100m was kept in a shed at the back of the 
house" (Sharp, 1971, p. 25-6) Having a 100m 1n an out bU1lding next to 
the weaver's home was also suggested by Pa1ne (1923) and Taylor (1970) 
It was hypothes1zed pr10r to research that most home weavers used 
looms that were bU1lt by someone 1n their fam1l1es. Th1S hypothes1s can 
be supported for home weavers 1n southeast Iowa pr10r to 1850. Another 
source of looms after 1850, bes1des home construct10n, were craftspeople 
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who were patenting hand looms 1n southeast Iowa in the 1850s and 1860s. 
A survey of U. S. patents, issued for hand looms from 1790 to 1873 
inclusive, indicated that 14 out of a total of 47 patents were issued to 
individuals or partnershlps in Iowa (Leggett, 1874). Seven of these 
patents were lssued to ten d1fferent 1ndividuals in Salem, Iowa (Henry 
County) from May 1850 to August 1866. All other hand loom patents for 
Iowa fall between 1850 and 1868 and all but one were lssued to people in 
the southeastern quarter of the state. It 1S assumed that these men 
would not have patented their loom deslgns unless they intended to 
produce them for sale. Also, the dlsportlonate number of patents issued 
to Iowans compared to people in all other states perhaps reflected a 
need for hand looms rather than the power looms that were be1ng patented 
elswhere in the same tlme period. One patented hand 100m was found 1n 
the Iowa Mennon1te Soclety Museum 1n Kalona. An 1nscription on the loom 
1dentlfled it as a "Henderson Loom. Patented ln 1865." The des1gn does 
not correspond to the patent issued to J. G. and H T Henderson of 
Salem, Iowa in March of 1865, but is assumed to have been made by the 
same men. All of the looms patented are described as two or four 
harness except for one by Walker and Hartley of Salem, patented in 
August 1866, whlch was a six-harness 100m (Leggett, 1874). 
Desp1te the fact that many patents for looms were lssued 1n Iowa, a 
search of the origlnal federal census returns of 1850 through 1870 for 
countles in southeast Iowa revealed the presence of only one loom 
bUllder and one loom manufacturer, both ln Lee County ln 1870. John 
Lawson of Fort Madlson, a natlve of Scotland, listed hlS occupatlon as 
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loom bu~lder. J. G. Henderson of Keokuk was a manufacturer of looms in 
1870 (U. S. Bureau of the Census, Note 5). He is assumed to be the same 
J. G. Henderson who patented a loom in Salem, Iowa in 1865 (U. S. Bureau 
of the Census, Note 5). Many people were listed ~n the censuses simply 
as manufacturers, w~th no reference to the finished products involved. 
Some may have been manufactur~ng looms or other weav~ng tools as Lawson 
and Henderson were do~ng in 1870 The use of looms for home weaving is 
mentioned by Bengston (1926), Paine (1923), R~ley (1977), Robb~ns 
(1974), Stephenson (1921-22), Taylor (1970), and Trent (1923). 
Other small handmade tools that are extant ~n southeast Iowa are 
var~ous types of shuttles, mostly of the boat-type with a hollow and a 
stiff center w~re for holding a full qU111 of yarn. A temple or 
spreader ~n the Boone L1brary and Museum was used to ma~ntain a constant 
w~dth during weav~ng The temple 1S labeled as a "spanner or 
spenc1r1e." Shuttles and the temple were made from wood and all 
appeared to be handmade. 
Local Goods and SerV1ces Used 
Several hypotheses were proposed pr10r to data collection for this 
study. One was that the ear11est home weavers in Iowa controlled all 
steps of cloth product10n from raw mater1al to f1nshed product. A 
second hypothes~s was that home weavers probably made greater use of 
goods and serv~ces outs~de of the home as southeast Iowa became more 
populated and had more people offer1ng needed services and had more 
stores w1th goods they could use Home weavers may have used machine-
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spun rather than handspun yarns and commercial rather than natural dyes 
as soon as these goods were available in southeast Iowa. Also, the 
serV1ces offered by local card1ng and fulling mills were hypothesized as 
welcome serV1ces that home weavers would have used. Most of these 
hypotheses were supported by f1nding eV1dence that many Iowa settlers 
did use card1ng mills and commercial dyes and yarns as they became 
available rather than d01ng all the necessary steps from raw material to 
cloth w1th1n the1r homes. 
Card1ng mills processec local wool w1th the use of power dr1ven 
carding machines, which was a much faster process than the use of hand 
cards. Latta (1912) described a job in a carding mill in Lou1sa County. 
A man's duty was to spread the wool evenly on a table over which an 
endless apron revolved and to sprinkle the wool w1th melted grease. The 
mov1ng apron carr1ed the wool with1n reach of teeth on revolving cards 
and it came out the other side of the machine 1n rolls, ready for 
sp1nning. Burnham (1972) descr1bed another type of card1ng mach1ne that 
produced wool rolls. Wool was placed on a circular drum covered w1th 
leather in which were 1nserted fine wires. The drum revolved around 
stationary cards and the wool consequently was spread out evenly and 
came off of the mach1ne in rolls. Latta (1912) descr1bed settlers as 
com1ng from 50 miles to the card1ng m1l1 w1th their own and neighbor's 
wool p1nned w1th thorns onto old sheets and blankets. They brought the 
required amount of grease 1n old crocks and coffee pots. Record was 
kept of each bundle and a t1me set to return the rolls (Latta, 1912). 
Thus, each customer rece1ved back the same wool that they brought to the 
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mill. The use of carding mills was a way for home weavers to save the 
time normally spent in preparing fiber for sp~nning. 
The number of carders found in the original census returns 
~nd~cated that card~ng services were available ~n many count~es in 
southeast Iowa from 1850 through 1870 (see Table 5) These carders may 
have been card~ng wool rolls for home weavers or may have been card~ng 
wool for the f~n~shed fabr~c woven w~th~n textile mills. Some of 
carders ~n Van Buren County from 1850 through 1870 probably worked in 
the many textile mills that were ~n that county through the period from 
1850 through 1870 (see Appendix C). However, there were not many woolen 
m~lls ~n the rest of southeast Iowa that were produc~ng fin~shed 
text~les from 1846 to 1860, so the carders l~sted during those years 
most likely were card~ng wool for home use. There was still a need for 
carded wool ~n 1870 as eight card~ng and woolen mills were produc~ng and 
sell~ng carded wool rolls at this t~me (see Appendix B) (U. S. Bureau of 
the Census, Note 6). 
Card~ng mills were found to be in southeast Iowa from at least 1839 
through the 1870s. Such mills w~ll be more completely d~scussed in the 
chapter on text~le m~lls. However, their serv~ces are ment~oned here as 
a type of local serv~ce that was used by home weavers. In the spring of 
1839 and ~n July of 1842, Kitturah Belknap mentioned wool com~ng from 
the carding mach~ne ~n n~ce rolls (R~ley, 1977). Send~ng raw wool to be 
cleaned and carded was ment~oned by many authors (Bengtson, 1926, 
Ham~lton, Note 3; Latta, 1912; Murray, 1968; Oll~nger, 1923; Taylor, 
1970; Throne, 1960, Vanderwort, 1923). As well, newspaper ads dur~ng 
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TABLE 5 
Number of Carders ~n Southeast Iowa, 1846-1870 
County 1846 1850 1856 
Cedar 2 1 
Dav~s 4 3 
Des Moines 2 1 
Henry 1 2 
Iowa 
Jefferson 2 5 4 2 1 
Johnson 1 2 2 
Keokuk 1 3 1 
Lee 4 1 2 1 
Lou~sa 1 
Mahaska 5 4 2 
Muscat~ne 2 1 
Scott 1 
Van Buren 4 4 9 2 
Wapello 1 
Wash~ngton 1 
TOTALS 3 31 25 19 7 
Note. Or~gina1 federal census returns were used for the total number of 
carders in 1850, 1860, and 1870. The number of carders in other years was 
available for 1846 from Newhall (1957) and for 1856 from the Census Board 
(1857). The number of mills that offered the services of carding to hand 
weavers in 1860 and 1870 is available in Append~x B. Each of the carders 
included in the totals here may have had the~r own carding machine or may 
have been carding wool for use w~th~n a textile mill. 
a Only the following count~es were researched for 1860 and 1870: Cedar, 
Jefferson, Johnson, Keokuk, Lee, Lou~sa, Mahaska, and Van Buren. 
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the 1840s provlde eVldence of carders ln buslness during that tlme. The 
January 1846 lssue of the Iowa Standard of Iowa Clty contained two ads 
for wool cardlng. One mlll, owned by Richmond and Shaw, advertlsed that 
wool cards would be ready by May 10, 1845 on the English Rlver in 
Washington County. 
Llberal terms for ready pay. Cash, wheat, wool, dry hldes, 
and beeswax wlll be recelved in payment for cardlng. One 
pound of grease should accompany every seven pounds of wool 
(Iowa Standard, May 10, 1845). 
Another carder, James Hodges, had a wool carding machlne ln operatlon ln 
1846 on the Iowa Rlver, one mile above Iowa Clty. An artlcle on Hodge's 
mlll sald that, "If lt lS not well done, he will charge nothing for 
cardlng Almost any klnd of produce but promlses wll1 be taken ln 
payment for cardlng." The article also said that Hodge's new machlnery 
could make ninety rolls per mlnute or card 150 pounds of wool ln twelve 
hours. He had built hlS own machlnery and wanted clean wool free of all 
burs. Hodges also requlred one pound of grease to accompany seven 
pounds of wool or six pounds of Merlno wool. Hodges accepted in payment 
for cardlng the same kind of goods as recelved by Rlchmond and Shaw plus 
bacon, flaxseed, tallow, beans, and goose feathers. The acceptance of 
barter by these buslnessmen would have put the use of thelr cardlng 
servlces wlthln the reach of almost any weaver 
In addltl0n to cardlng serVlces for home weavers ln southeast Iowa, 
there lS eVldence of fuillng serVlces ln the same region. Two fullers 
were found in the orlginal census returns ln 1850 ln southeast Iowa 
One was in Henry County and one ln Van Buren County (U. S. Bureau of the 
Census, Note 5). They may have been employed by a mlll or had thelr own 
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business. No 1nformat1on was found that Iowa home weavers used fulling 
services but this was a practice in other states to shr1nk and S1ze the 
cloth after weaving. The available data do not suggest that commerc1al 
fulling was common 1n southeast Iowa. 
Another service available to home weavers was custom spun yarn or 
stocking yarn. l The data collected from the or1g1nal census returns 
showed that 39,500 pounds of yarn were machine-spun 1n southeast Iowa 1n 
1860. F1ve m1lls llsted yarn as one of the1r products (U. S. Bureau of 
the Census, Note 6). By June of 1865, Mary Stephenson was able to have 
half of her wool spun by mach1ne, ind1cat1ng that such a serV1ce was 
ava1lable in her commun1ty 1n Henry County (Stephenson, 1921-22). In 
1870, 11 m1lls were sell1ng yarn and the total quantity of yarn spun in 
southeast Iowa was 121,200 pounds (U S. Bureau of the Census, Note 6) 
This locally manufactured yarn was used by home weavers or knitters and 
was available d1rectly at a mill showroom or sold through local stores. 
A supplementary process that home weavers needed to do was dye1ng 
the1r yarn or woven cloth. Research revealed that home weavers in Iowa 
used a comb1nat1on of commercial dyestuffs available in the stores and 
natural dyes that grew wild or were planted at home Dubell (1941) 
wrote that every Iowa housewife had her "blu1ng bag" Ind1go was bought 
by the ounce and carne 1n lumps of any shape or size A piece was put 1n 
a bag, tossed 1n r1nse water, and squeezed unt1l the water was the r1ght 
blue. From look1ng at all the extant artifacts of handweaving in Iowa, 
1 The term stock1ng yarn became popular because much of the yarn 
was used to kn1t stock1ngs. 
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it appears that blue and red were the most popular colors for handwoven 
cloth, especially for such textiles as coverlets. These colors were 
probably produced by ind1go and madder. Native plants were used to 
produce greens, yellows, and browns. Caplinger (1923) wrote that her 
grandmother's fam1ly 1n Lee County used sunflowers for yellow to dye 
their spun yarn. Bengston (1926) and Robbins (1974) both mentioned 
uS1ng the juice of butternut hulls as well as other local barks and 
berr1es for dyes. Mary Ann Hem's fam1ly in Davis County used logwood 
for black, walnut hulls for l1ght brown, and madder for red Yarn for 
blankets was usually left undyed (Anderson, 1923) Sabin & Sabin (1916) 
wrote that Jeans cloth was dyed w1th the bark of black walnut or left 
undyed. Margaret Murray's mother d1d all her own dye1ng and used madder 
for red, 1ndigo for blue, and peach tree leaves for green They also 
kept some black sheep whose wool was left natural for m1tten yarn. 
Pett1coats and stock1ngs were always of wh1te, perhaps bleached, yarn 
(Murray, 1968). 
Ind1go, madder, and logwood are all dyestuffs that are not native 
to Iowa and thus had to be purchased along w1th the chem1cals that were 
to be used as mordants 1n the dye process. F1tzpatr1ck and Dorsey of 
Fort Mad1son advert1sed 1nd1go, madder, alum, and copperas in the Lee 
County Democrat on June 3, 1843 Iowa True Democrat on December 15, 
1852 1ncluded an ad for Saunders Drug Store 1n Mt. Pleasant wh1ch 
1nd1cated that 1nd1go, madder, extract of logwood, copperas, alum, and 
blue vitriol were for sale These products might have been purchased to 
dye handwoven cloth or store-bought cloth. Duff1eld (1906) wrote that 
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the boys in his family wore cotton sh1rts on Sunday; white fabric was 
bought by the bolt and dyed w1th walnut bark and hulls, chamber lye, 
copperas, sumac, indigo, or madder All the girls 1n the fam1ly wore 
cotton gowns and bonnets of the same dyed cloth on Sundays. 
In addition to the ava1labil1ty of dyestuffs for use by home 
weavers, 1t is poss1ble that some home weavers made use of the services 
of professional dyers. One dyer was 11sted as an 1ndependent 
craftsperson 1n Bur11ngton in Des Moines County 1n 1846 (Newhall, 1957). 
Three dyers were found listed 1n the or1g1nal census returns for 1850 
(U. S. Bureau of the Census, Note 5) Two were 1n Des M01nes County and 
one in Johnson County. These profess10nal dyers existed in southeast 
Iowa but no eV1dence spec1f1cally mentioned the use of their serV1ces by 
home weavers. These dyers, as w1th carders and fullers, may have had 
their own bus1ness or been employed by text1le mills. 
Home weavers 1n southeast Iowa did make use of the serV1ces 
prov1ded by carding mills and were known to buy commerc1al yarn and dyes 
as early as the 1840s. These serV1ces and goods were ava1lable qU1ckly 
1n areas of any populat10n, apparently due to a demand and need Most 
home weavers 1n southeast Iowa d1d not need to card their own wool by 
the 1840s or sp1n their own yarn for weaV1ng by 1860. The presence of 
local m1lls that offered carded wool and machine spun yarn and the 
ava1lab1l1ty of yarn and dyestuffs at dry goods stores supports the 1dea 
that some settlers had a need for these commun1ty serV1ces and goods and 
used them in conjunction with cloth product10n from the 1840s through 
1870. In add1t10n, be1ng able to buy a loom from businessmen or 
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manufacturers that patented hand looms was a service that was available 
ln southeast Iowa ln the l850s and l860s. The large number of hand loom 
lnventors 1n southeast Iowa prov1des further eV1dence that handweav1ng 
contlnued 1n the region through the 1860s The number of lnventors in 
southeast Iowa working on patents for hand looms accounted for almost 
one-th1rd of all hand loom patents granted ln the United States from 
1790 through 1873 (Leggett, 1874) Thus, despite the general 
ava1lab1l1ty of commercial cloth, due to 1ncreasing means of 
transportation, and a gradual lessen1ng of household production, from 
1850 through 1870, handweaving ln the home was a part of 19th century 
Iowa. 
Mot1vat10ns for Home Weav1ng 
An obJect1ve of th1S research was to propose hypotheses as to what 
mot1vated home weavers to cont1nue their skill in Iowa. As already 
discussed, lack of commercial goods can only be supported as a motive 
for home weavers in some count1es 1n southeast Iowa. It appears from 
the study to date that some home weavers cont1nued the1r craft as a 
means (1) to supplement the1r lncome by sell1ng thelr work to nelghbors 
and friends, (2) to decrease dependency on expenS1ve commer1cal goods, 
(3) for the k1nd of personal sat1sfact10n that comes from continuing a 
learned skill, and to a smaller degree, (4) to prepare for travel 
westward to new frontiers. These proposed hypotheses need to be 
substant1ated by future stud1es of 19th century handweav1ng 
The f1rst hypothesis proposed 1S that home weavers sold handwoven 
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cloth for pay. Home weavers probably did not sell cloth on a regular 
basls, but lnstead sold it or exchanged it for goods among neighbors on 
a sporad1c basls. A home weaver d1d not use weavlng as a regular means 
of lncome or as a full-tlme occupation as did professl0nal weavers. The 
following reference was found of a home weaver produclng cloth for pay 
In 1865, Mary Stephenson wrote from Freeport 1n Henry County that she 
lntended to sell some more cloth She had already sold some handwoven 
cloth to her nearest neighbor for $2 per yard In November of 1867, 
Mary wrote to her parents 1n Sweden, 
Weaving for others 1S a very profltable employment ln this 
country, wages belng twenty cents per yard for coarse weaving. 
Generally speaklng, the Amerlcans do not know how to weave, 
nor do Swedes who are brought up here. But they do know how 
to sew- lt 18 necessary to sew almost everyth1ng (Stephenson, 
1921-22, p 90) 
ThlS quote may suggest that even by 1867, profes810nals sk1lled ln 
clothlng construct10n were not prevalent in some southeast countles and 
that most things were sewn ln the home In addition, these countles may 
have continued to have a market for handwoven cloth as late as 1867. 
The census reports of 1850, 1860, and 1870 llsted some women as weavers 
, (see Appendlx A). For th1S study, these women were cons1dered 
profesS10nal weavers rather than home weavers, but some may have been 
selling cloth on demand to neighbors, as Mary Stephenson did, rather 
than runnlng a regular bus1ness Weavlng was a way ln whlch women could 
earn some money at a tlme when few women worked outs1de of the home. 
Weavlng was perhaps also a convenlent means of earnlng power for 
separated, widowed, or dlvorced women wlth ch1ldren at home. 
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The lack of ava1lable money to spend on commerc1ally made goods can 
be partially supported as a another reason for continuing or commencing 
weaving within the home in Iowa. Swedish settlers found Jefferson 
County text1le pr1ces too h1gh 1n the 1840s 1n relat10n to what they 
could rece1ve for such home products as eggs and butter In 1846 in 
Jefferson County, a pound of butter from home manufacture could be sold 
for 5 cents and a dozen eggs for 3 cents. However, a yard of calico 
cost 25 cents and a yard of muslm, 60 cents (MeUoh, 1978). Johanna 
Nelson, of New Sweden 1n Jefferson County, was one of these Swed1sh 
1mm1grants who cont1nued to weave 1n Iowa as she had done 1n Sweden. 
Johanna Larson and Mary Stephenson of Henry County were also Swed1sh 
settlers who wove for the1r families 1n Iowa. Their motivation to weave 
may have come from an econom1C need to produce cloth for the1r fami11es 
or for barter. As well, home weaving may have produced the sort of 
personal sat2sfact10n wh1ch comes from a pr1de in a national her1tage 1n 
wh1ch weav2ng skills were passed on from one generat10n to another 
Econom1c depressions and personal f1nanc1al necess1ty prompted 
other fam1l1es to produce their own cloth. Susan Wyatt and her 
ch1ldren, near Gr1nnell, Iowa, found it necessary to weave and sewall 
the1r household text1les and cloth1ng after the winter of 1857-58. The 
hard w1nter, due both to extreme weather and the econom1C depress10n 1n 
Iowa, was twice as hard for the Wyatts who had been deserted by their 
husband and father. The1r sheets, p1llowcases, comforters, towels, 
tablecloths, and most cloth1ng were handwoven and sewn by hand. The 
whole family helped to dye cloth with sta1n from berr1es, fru1ts, and 
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nuts. Trousers for the boys were from handwoven cloth and called 
"butternut br1tches" because they were stained with butternut juice 
(Robbins, 1974). The use of these hand methods enabled some families 
such as the Wyatts to replace worn out cloth1ng and replace household 
textiles when they did not have money to buy commerc1al goods. 
The amount of handweaving done out of economic need was perhaps 
1ncreased by the econom1C pan1C 1n Iowa 1n the late 1850s anQ the start 
of the Civil War in 1861. The report from the Commissioner of 
Agr1culture 1n 1862 expressed the idea that the preV10US decrease 1n 
home manufactures would be temporarily checked by the C1v1l War, "for 
the h1gh prices of cotton and wool have so advanced the prices of 
manufacture generally that homemade goods resume their former economical 
value" (Report of the Comm1SS10ner of Agr1culture for 1862, 1863, p. 
554). Pr1ces 1n general were h1gh because of the war shortages. Oliver 
Stephenson, a Swedish 1mm1grant, wrote to fr1ends in Sweden in November 
of 1863 from New Sweden, Iowa. "The price of textiles have risen 
fourfold S1nce the outbreak of the war. Cloth1ng 1S expensive" 
(Stephenson, 1921-22, P 69) In August of 1864 he wrote, "Cotton cloth 
a yard and a half wide wh1ch formerly cost 10 cents now br1ngs 75 cents, 
and everything else 1n proport10n" (Stephenson, 1921-22, p 74). The 
C1v11 War may have encouraged the continuance or resurgence of home 
weav1ng due to h1gh prices during war t1me. This 1dea is further 
substant1ated by the 1ncrease 1n the value of home manufactured goods 
between 1860 and 1870 1n some southeast counties (see Table 1). 
Cont1nuance of weav1ng as a craft or learned sk1ll can be found 
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among foreign imm1grants such as Johanna Nelson who wove blankets and 
underwear 1n Iowa as she had learned to do 1n Sweden. In addition, the 
handweav1ng of rag carpets, well 1nto the 20th century, may have been an 
expression of a desire to cont1nue a learned skill and was a way to make 
use of equipment that was no longer needed to produce cloth for 
clothing Woven rugs were an economically feas1ble product to produce 
after the need for handwoven cloth had passed. The weaving of rag rugs 
made use of cloth wh1ch was worn and no longer useful for 1tS 1ntended 
purpose Rug weaving also made use of commerc1al cotton warp and 
elim1nated a need to sp1n yarn at home. Rug weaving has repeatedly been 
expressed as the last use of a loom kept w1th1n a family. The family 
loom was so commonly used for rag rugs that many people do not presently 
perceive looms as used for the product10n of anyth1ng besides rugs. 
Taylor (1970) recalled that the last use of h1s mother's 100m was for 
carpets. Mary Stephenson wove 24 yards of carpeting for two rooms in 
1867 (Stephenson, 1921-22). "Rug Weaver" was 1ncluded in a l1st of 
bus1ness establishments 1n Swedesburg (Henry County) for the late 1860s 
(Anderson, 1960) Other references to rug weaving were found in the 
1ndustry sect10ns of the census for 1860 and 1870 (Note 6), in a d1ary 
by Jones (1859-1878), in MacNulty (n d.), and in a history wr1tten by 
the Henry County B1centenn1al Comm1ssion (1982). 
Handweav1ng may have continued as a sk1ll 1n those fami11es 
preparing to travel westward. Iowa was a stopping p01nt for many 
settlers until they could ra1se money to go further west. Kitturah 
Belknap needed to do add1tional sp1nn1ng and weav1ng 1n the w1nter of 
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1847-48 to get ready for a move to Oregon She made new clothes for all 
family members, wagon covers, cloth bags, a bed t1ck, and table cloths 
(Riley, 1977). It 1S most likely that only women who were already home 
weavers would weave a surplus of cloth for such a tr1p. Others would 
perhaps have purchased commerc1ally made cloth and cloth1ng pr10r to a 
trip S1nce supply stat10ns along the trails west were very l1m1ted. 
Evidence supports the not10n that handweav1ng cont1nued to be part 
of the home manufactur1ng activit1es in southeast Iowa through the 1860s 
even though commercially made goods were read1ly ava1lable. Handweaving 
w1th1n the home was cont1nued past the frontier stage of southeast Iowa. 
In addit10n, 1t can be expected that most handweavers 1n the 1850s and 
1860s were not l1ving 1n log cab1ns. The model of home manufacture 
presented 1n secondary Iowa h1stor1es that deal with handweaving only 1n 
relation to log cab1ns and an econom1cally-bleak front1er cannot be 
substant1ated by this research. The eV1dence for the existence of other 
types of weav1ng 1n Iowa, that done by profess10nal weavers and that 
done 1n text1le m1lls, w11l be presented 1n the follow1ng two chapters. 
This will prov1de a more comprehensive p1cture 1n order to evaluate and 
discuss the 1mportance and use of handwoven goods 1n southeast Iowa. 
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PROFESSIONAL WEAVING 
A professional weaver, as deflned by this study, was a self-
employed buslness person who used a hand loom to produce a larger 
quantity of goods than that produced by a home weaver. The professional 
weaver produced more fabric than made by the average home weaver and 
also tended to use more complex looms. The professlonal weaver also 
needed to have a means of seillng hlS or her goods ln order to make 
weaving a source of livelihood In this research, census returns and 
certaln extant artifacts were used to ldentlfy professional weavers who 
worked in southeast Iowa. The origlnal federal census returns 
identlfled those people who considered their occupaton to be weavlng. 
Because orlglnal census returns prl0r to 1850 were not available, 
professlonal weavers were ldentified for the tlme perlod from 1850 to 
1870. Also, because of the growlng populatlon ln southeast Iowa over 
the two decades covered, the 1850 census was the only one used to look 
through all 16 countles for the occupatl0n title of weaver. Eight 
countles from these 16 were chosen as representatlve of southeast Iowa 
and revlewed for 1860 and 1870 weavers (see Flgure 1). The elght 
countles used were chosen for a varlety of reasons. Cedar, Jefferson, 
and Mahaska counties were chosen because a review of secondary 
llterature showed that some professlonal weavers worked ln these 
countles and extant eVldence or wrltten references to thelr work 
eXlsted The remalnlng flve counties were chosen because they had 
certaln characterlstics whlch were 11kely to affect the development of 
textile lndustry ln the area. Johnson County was selected because the 
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ra~lroad crossed the county as early as 1855. Keokuk County had the 
least avallable means of transportation withln ~ts borders, with no 
rlvers, stage coach line, or rallroad untll 1872 Lee County was chosen 
as ~t had the most population and Louisa County because it had the least 
average populatlon ln southeast Iowa from 1850 to 1870. Finally, Van 
Buren County was lncluded in the elght counties used for a search of the 
1860 and 1870 census reports because 1t had the one of the earliest and 
largest textile ml1ls. In addltlon to having the speclf1c 
character1stlcs Just mentioned, it was thought that these eight count1es 
might be representatlve of the entlre southeast Iowa reglon because they 
are uniformly scattered throughout the area. 
The census data provided weaver's names as well as informat1on that 
reflected certa1n character1st1cs of profess10nal weavers as an 
occupatlonal group 1n southeast Iowa. Discusslon of demographlc data 
for profess1onal weavers in th1s chapter 1ncludes: 1) the titles used 
to denote a member of the occupatlonal group, 2) the number of 
professional weavers 1n southeast Iowa and 1n Iowa, 3) the number of 
male and female weavers, 4) the blrthplace of these weavers, 5) the1r 
place of bus1ness, and 6) the length of the1r professional weaving 
careers ln southeast Iowa. 
Extant artifacts that are belleved to be products of professional 
weavers are those that requlred the use of a Jacquard attachment on a 
loom or a loom w1th more than four harnesses. The Jacquard attachment 
was of such complexlty and expense that it 1S h1ghly un11kely to have 
been used by horne weavers. Such attachments could not be built at home 
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and had to be obta1ned from companies 1n Pennsylvan1a and further east. 
Mult1ple harness looms were likewise more complex than those looms used 
by home weavers. Considerable skill was requ1red to thread the loom and 
to draft patterns for their use. Since the coverlets woven w1th a 
Jacquard attachment on a loom are easily ident1fied and because many of 
them conta1n the date and weaver's name and location, they are useful in 
identifying profess1onal weavers. Extant text1les such as double woven 
coverlets requ1red the use of a multiple harness loom. These also 
somet1mes 1ncluded the weaver's name and are important in 1dent1fY1ng 
the professional weaver 
Finding a name and Iowa location woven 1nto a coverlet d1d not 
automatically ident1fy that person as a professional weaver From 
preV10US studies, 1t 1S known that the name of a customer or person that 
owned the coverlet was often woven into the coverlet 1nstead of the 
weaver's name (Dav1son & Mayer Thurman, 1973; He1sey, Andrews, & 
Walters, 1980; Montgomery, 1974; Th1eme, 1974; Walker, 1981). Because 
of this, extant coverlets needed to be checked aga1nst other eV1dence, 
e1ther through census data or wr1tten accounts, that such a person was a 
profess1onal weaver. 
Besides d1scuss1ng demograph1c data for profess1onal weavers as an 
occupat1onal group, th1S chapter will descr1be the1r looms and f1n1shed 
products. In add1t1on, the degree to wh1ch profess1onal weavers moved 
1nto other occupat10ns when the market for the1r handwoven products 
dec11ned w1ll be expla1ned. Extant eV1dence for business locations of 
profess1onal weavers and methods that they used to sell the1r products 
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will be 1ncluded 1n this chapter. Alternat1ve meanings for the term 
"it1nerant weaver," as used popularly 1n secondary h1stor1es, w1l1 be 
proposed 
Demograph1c Data on Profess1onal Weavers 
The t1tles used in the census to ident1fy professional weavers were 
"weaver," "carpet weaver," and 1n one instance, "11nen weaver." Other 
stud1es use titles such as "coverlet weaver" or "cover lid peddlar" for 
related occupat1ons (Heisey, Andrews, & Walters, 1980; Montgomery, 1974; 
Walker, 1981) but no use of these t1tles was found 1n this study. 
Another term, "1t1nerant weaver," that 1S frequently associated with a 
professional weaver 1n secondary h1stor1cal accounts, was not found to 
be used 1n any of the census reports 
Number, Sex, and B1rthplace 
The earliest evidence found of profess1onal weavers 1n southeast 
Iowa was 1n 1850 The or1ginal census returns for that year, listed 19 
weavers located 1n n1ne counties (Note 5) (see Table 6). These 19 
weavers came to southeast Iowa pr10r to the 1ntroduction of the ra1lroad 
to Iowa Also, there were only four text11e mills in the region at th1s 
time All of the weavers located 1n count1es w1thout m111s, which 
supports the 1dea that they were interested 1n ma1ntain1ng their own 
bus1ness rather than pursu1ng work 1n text1le mills Of these 19 
weavers, only one was female. Profess1onal weav1ng has h1stor1cally 
been thought of as a male occupat1on, partly due to the complexity and 
heaviness of looms used and in part due to the popular 1dea of an 
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itinerant or traveling weaver be1ng male. Secondary sources also 
suggest that the professional weaver was usually a European immigrant or 
one who was apprent1ced to an 1mm1grant weaver (Anderson, Gordon, & 
Towner, 1979). For 1850, southeast Iowa weavers were almost evenly 
divided between foreign and nat1ve-born. Six out of the nine foreign-
born males were from England The native-born weavers, w1th the one 
female weaver among them, came from Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Indiana, 
Vermont, and Massachusetts. 
By 1856, there were a total of 68 weavers in the 16-county area of 
southeast Iowa. It is not known how many of these weavers were male or 
female or native or fore1gn-born as only a total number of weavers was 
obtained for each county (Census Board, 1857). These 68 weavers were 
over three t1mes the number working 1n the area Just six years ear11er. 
By 1856, all southeast count1es except Cedar, Dav1s, Iowa, Wapello, and 
Washington, had the services of profess1onal weavers. It 1S not 
surprising to find that Davis, Iowa, .and Wapello counties, where there 
were no profess1onal weavers listed, were also the count1es w1th the 
h1ghest values for home manufacture. As anticipated in the chapter on 
home and commercially manufactured goods, those counties which had early 
access to railroad transportat10n and thus a ready supply of commerc1al 
goods, were 11kely to be areas 1n which a large number of professional 
weavers settled. Des M01nes, Johnson, Muscatine, and Scott count1es, 
all accessible to ra1lroad transportat1on by 1855, were counties that 
had large numbers of profess1onal weavers in 1856 
With1n the e1ght counties used for a search of the 1860 and 1870 
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censuses, 14 weavers were working ln 1850, 46 in 1856, 40 ln 1860 and 31 
ln 1870 (U. S. Bureau of the Census, Note 5). The sudden Jump in 
professional weavers from 1850 to 1856 and then the decrease in number 
in the same countles ln 1860 and 1870 provldes partial eVldence that the 
number of professlonal weavers ln the entire southeast regl0n may have 
peaked in 1856 and decllned after that year. The predomlnance of 
females weavers ln 1860 may be due to lnconsistencies of census takers 
in recordlng occupations for males and females. The census taker was to 
list the profession, occupation, or trade of each person, male or 
female, over 15 years of age It was not untll 1870 that thls was 
consistently done for each famlly member. In 1850, some counties listed 
only the occupation for the head of the household and sometlmes llsted 
women as "keeplng house," "domestlc or house servant," or simply "at 
home." A few countles had occupations other than domestlc 
responsibll1t1es llsted for females. Mahaska County had 16 female 
weavers in 1860. ThlS may have been a result of a county hav1ng a very 
thorough census taker for that year, list1ng someth1ng for each famlly 
member even 1f 1t was "at home" or "no occupation." Other count1es may 
have had female weavers that were not llsted because the census taker 
did not record occupations for women. Because of thlS 1nconsistency, 
the number of female professlonal weavers ln 1850 and 1860 may have 
actually been hlgher than what 1S reported by th1S research. In 1860, 
there were more than tW1ce as many nat1ve-born weavers as foreign-born, 
with almost all female weavers born 1n the US, largely from Ohio, 
Virg1nla, and Ind1ana. All but one male weaver was a fore1gn immlgrant, 
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with the greatest number from England 
By 1870, the census takers were more consistent in listing male and 
female occupatlons. As ln 1850, the occupatlon of weavlng was 
predomlnantly a male one. Male weavers were mostly foreign immlgrants 
and most females natlve-born in 1870 (see Table 6). Native-born weavers 
came from Ohl0 and New York ln the greatest numbers and male immlgrant 
weavers came predominantly from England and Scotland. The lncreased 
number of forelgn-born weavers ln the 1870 census is conslstent wlth the 
fact that the greatest lncrease ln forelgn-born population in Iowa 
occurred between 1860 and 1870. 
Though the number of professl0nal weavers is thought to have peaked 
ln southeast Iowa by 1856, the total number working in the state of Iowa 
did not decllne untll after 1860 The federal census summarles 
lndicated that in 1850 there were 32 male weavers ln Iowa, ln 1860, 137 
weavers, and ln 1870, "weaver" had been dlscontlnued as an occupational 
category (U. S. Bureau of the Census, 1853; 1864; 1872). Other specific 
occupation tltles listed ln the 1870 federal summary included as few as 
seven people so lt is not known why the recordlng of the number of 
weavers had been discontlnued by thlS tlme. Although the federal 
summary tables do not reflect any weavers to be in Iowa ln 1870, the 
original census returns llsted weavers ln southeast Iowa ln the same 
year. This inconslstency makes one assume there were professl0nal 
weavers worklng ln other Iowa countles ln 1870 as well If the federal 
totals for the number of weavers ln Iowa in 1850 and 1860 are accurate, 
over 62 per cent of the state's professlonal weavers were working in 
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southeast Iowa 1n 1850. By 1860, far fewer of Iowa's weavers were st111 
liv1ng in this region, indicat1ng that many had moved elsewhere by this 
t1me, poss1bly to less populated areas. Although available data show a 
decline 1n the number of weavers from 1856 to 1870 in southeast Iowa, 1t 
is clear that some weavers cont1nued to serve a professional role 
following the Civ11 War The 1dea that the demise of professional 
weaving was at the time of the C1vil War (Atwater, 1928; Hall, 1966; 
L1ttle, 1931) cannot be supported for southeast Iowa. 
Location in Southeast Iowa 
Prev10us stud1es have suggested that profess10nal weavers were 
attracted to less-populated front1er areas to av01d text1le m1ll 
manufacture and because the need for the1r products was greater 1n such 
areas IdentifY1ng the location of profess10nal weavers also reveals 
whether they chose to reside only 1n areas w1th sU1table transportat10n 
for sh1pP1ng bulky goods such as looms to the1r home or bus1ness 
10cat10n. Table 7 shows the results of a compar1son of the location of 
professional weavers in eight southeast Iowa count1es to the populat10n, 
transportation means, and number of text1le m1lls 1n those count1es. In 
1850, weavers were working 1n the most populated county, Lee County, as 
well as 1n the count1es with the least populat10n, Cedar, Johnson, and 
Lou1sa. It is not surpr1sing to f1nd a large number of weavers 1n Lee 
County as 1t was an entry county into Iowa for people com1ng up the 
M1SS1SS1PP1 by steamboat. Lee County was the first county to be reached 
by many settlers pr10r to the ava1labil1ty of railroad transportat10n. 
Thus, 1t had 6,500 to 15,000 more people than any other southeast county 
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1n 1850. It seems reasonable that the county would attract a number of 
profess10nal weavers reach1ng Iowa by steamboat 
Cedar, Johnson, and Lou1sa count1es also had navigable rivers by 
1850 wh1ch prov1ded a means of reach1ng those count1es eas1ly, 
espec1ally 1f a weaver brought a loom or other tools and products to 
Iowa. The counties w1thout navigable waterways, Jefferson and Keokuk 
Count1es, only attracted three weavers 1n 1850 However, because these 
count1es d1d have seven weavers by 1856, it cannot be concluded that 
professional weavers were only attracted to less populated areas or were 
dependent on waterways or ra1lroads to reach the1r bus1ness dest1nat10n. 
A large number of weavers were 1n Mahaska County 1n 1856. Th1S 
county was not the least populated county 1n that year but was the 
newest county of the e1ght researched Mahaska County was not def1ned 
as a county unt1l 1843 wh1le the other seven count1es had been organized 
S1nce 1836, 1837, and 1839. Th1S factor may have contributed to Mahaska 
County be1ng more attract1ve to professional weavers 100k1ng for a 
frontier area Mahaska County st111 had a h1gh amount of household 
manufacture g01ng on in 1856 (see Table 1), wh1ch could indicate a 
greater lack of commerc1al goods in that county than 1n the others 
Less commercial goods would prov1de less competit10n for a profess10nal 
weaver's products and poss1bly create a greater demand for h1s or her 
serv1ces 
By 1860 and 1870, most count1es 1n southeast Iowa had at least one 
textile m1ll. Some of the weavers l1sted 1n those count1es with m11ls 
may have operated power looms 1n the mills rather than have been self-
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employed hand weavers For thlS study, data for professlonal weavers 
were interpreted to reflect self-employed weavers rather than mill 
employees. Thus, lt lS important to look at the number of mlils wlthln 
a county ln comparison to the number of professl0nal weavers In the same 
county to see lf they were In the same locations. The lack of textile 
mllls within a specific county reduces the likelihood of the weavers In 
that county being mill employees No textile mllis were known to be 
operatlng wlthln the countles In WhlCh professl0nal weavers were llving 
in 1850. By 1860 and 1870, a greater number of weavers were llkely to 
be power loom weavers because the number of mills in southeast Iowa was 
lncreaslng. Withln the elght counties lncluded on Table 7, there were 
ten mllis ln 1860 and 16 mlils by 1870. Because the census occupatl0n 
tltle of weaver was not deflned, a large number of professl0nal weavers 
worklng In Iowa In 1860 and 1870 mlght have been textile mlll employees. 
Whlle textile manufacturers were lncreasing ln number ln southeast Iowa 
between 1860 and 1870, professl0nal weavers in the same countles 
decreased However, LOUlsa County, the least populated county ln 1870, 
had the greatest lncrease of professlonal weavers from 1860 to 1870 and 
also had the most weavers per caplta ln 1870. Perhaps thlS partlally 
supports the ldea that professlonal weavers moved to a less populated 
area as textile mills ln a reglon lncreased. 
In 1850 and 1856, professlonal weavers lived in the most populated 
and least populated countles. By 1856, a peak number of professlonal 
weavers were worklng ln southeast Iowa. By 1860, although the total 
number of weavers decreased, they were concentrated ln the most popula-
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ted counties. By 1870, with the total number of weavers further 
reduced, professlonal weavers were perhaps seeking out less populated 
areas wlth less textlle mill productl0n. By thlS time, professional 
weavers could not easlly avold all text lIe mill productlon lf they 
wlshed to remaln ln southeast Iowa. However, several did choose to 
reslde in a county wlth the least populatlon and wlth the smallest 
textlle mill in terms of the number of employees. 
Length of Weavlng Careers 
Over the 20 year period covered by the census research, only four 
weavers were documented as weavlng for more than one census perlod 
Danle1 Stephenson of Falrfleld, Iowa in Jefferson County, succeeded in 
belng a professlonal weaver from 1852 to hlS death ln 1892, at the age 
of 69 In 1848, Danlel Stephenson, an Engllsh immigrant, had 
apprentlced hlmself as a weaver to a Robert Crossley (or Crosley) who 
owned a factory ln Springfleld, Ohl0. A draft book in the Art Instltute 
of Chlcago lndlcates that Daniel was ln Canada ln August of 1850 
(Stephenson, Note 7). He was employed there as a head weaver ln a 
textlle mill for $14 per month He came to Falrfleld, Iowa in 1852 wlth 
a loom purchased ln Ohl0 (Burnett, 1974; DaVlson & Mayer Thurman, 1973). 
It lS known that he produced coverlets ln Falrfleld uSlng a Jacquard 
attachment on hlS loom from 1855 to 1876, as eVlnced by extant dated 
coverlets. In May of 1864, Danlel wrote to an uncle, 
There lS plenty of work here now and wages are good. I got a 
contract last week for to (SlC) weave 50 coverlets at two 
dollars and a quarter aplece whlch wlll amount to one hundred 
and twelve dollars and a half. I thlnk I can weave them all 
in SlX weeks. I had more work than I could do last wlnter. I 
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manufacture Carpet (sic) and Coverlets (S1C) and some other 
k1nds of cloth for sale. I can always sell 1t about as fast 
as I can make it (Stephenson, Note 8). 
His ob1tuary 1n the Fa1rf1eld newspaper 1n 1892 stated that he had been 
a carpet weaver for the last 25 years of his l1fe (Burnett, 1974). 
Henry Albr1ght, from Hanover, Pennsy1van1a, was listed as weaV1ng 
1n Iowa C1ty 1n Johnson County in 1850 and aga1n in 1870 (U. S Bureau 
of the Census, Note 5). David Bender, also 1n Johnson County, 1S known 
to have been weav1ng 1n 1846 and 1874 (F1sher, Note 9). He was not 
l1sted 1n any of the census reports so he may have had another 
occupat10n in addit10n to weav1ng. A fourth weaver, Henry Herbst, 
or1g1nally from Prussia, arr1ved in Cedar County 1n 1848 after 11ving in 
the East for two years. He considered h1mself a weaver 1n the 1850 
census and three extant dated coverlets 1nd1cate that he was st1ll a 
weaver by 1854. He operated a r1ver ferry for three years after coming 
to Cedar County, in addit10n to be1ng a weaver. By 1860, he cons1dered 
h1mself a farmer and had g1ven up weav1ng CFrymoyer, 1979). Weavers 
that were not l1sted 1n more than one census may have moved to other 
Iowa counties that were not researched or continued weaving along w1th 
another profess10n. 
Several southeast Iowa weavers, and perhaps many more than could be 
documented by this study, became farmers. Being able to own land was a 
common mot1ve for people to move farther west unt1l they found some land 
they could afford. Henry Herbst and other weavers were found 1n county 
d1rector1es and were l1sted as farmers. Henry Abel, a weaver 1n Keokuk 
County in 1850, and George Kensler, weav1ng 1n the same county in 1870, 
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were both farm1ng by 1880 (The H1story of Keokuk County, Iowa, 1880) 
George Kn1ght, a weaver 1n Jefferson County 1n 1870, was llsted as a 
farmer by 1879 (The History of Jefferson County, Iowa, 1879). W1ll1am 
Gllmour, born in Scotland and a weaver ln Connect1cut and Indlana, moved 
to Mahaska County ln 1856. Gilmour had been a coverlet weaver ln 
Indlana, working wlth other brothers who were also weavers (Montgomery, 
1974). Once in Iowa, he bought a farm and was stlll farmlng in 1878 
(The H1story of Mahaska County, Iowa, 1878). He must have done some 
weavlng 1n Iowa, however, as an extant loom in the Nelson Ploneer Farm 
Museum (Mahaska County) 1S sa1d to have belonged to G1lmour. An oral 
remln1scence by one of the donors of the loom 1n 1945 stated that she 
knew a lady who took spun yarn to Mr. Gllmour who owned the loom and who 
llved ln Scott Townshlp. She sald that he wove fancy coverlets and 
cloth (Note 10). On a beam of the four harness, barn frame loom lS 
carved "1861." Such 1nformat10n on weavers chang1ng occupat10ns once in 
Iowa is support for the hypothesls that weavers had addit10nal means of 
maklng money or perhaps needed to flnd other occupatl0ns as the demand 
for the1r sklll was outdated. Farm1ng was one occupatlon that weavers 
perhaps asp1red to as thelr products were replaced by those of textile 
mliis and other commercial goods that came lnto southeast Iowa. 
Another means of llvellhood that hand weavers could turn to, though 
w1th less independence than farmlng offered, was work 1n a textlle mill. 
W1th Iowa mills a long way from machlnery suppllers and repalrmen, 1t 
would have been to the manufacturer's advantage to hlre some sk1lled 
labor. John St1rllng, along w1th h1S two sons, are llsted as weavers ln 
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the 1870 census. An 1878 history stated that Stirl1ng was employed by 
Meek Brothers Woolen M111 1n Bonaparte from 1868 to 1872 as 
super1ntendent of the weav1ng department From 1872 to 1878, John was 
employed as the super1ntendent of the ent1re m1ll (Van Buren County 
Amer1can Revolution Bicentenn1al Committee, 1976). It is not known 1f 
St1rl1ng and his sons d1d any weaV1ng apart from h1s mill position He 
and h1s sons opened the1r own woolen mill in Farm1ngton 1n 1888, only 
about five miles away from John's former employers. There 1S evidence 
that southeast Iowa weavers had to turn to other occupat10ns such as 
farming or employment 1n a textile m111 by 1860 and 1870 
It was expected that weavers in 1870 would have had a harder t1me 
support1ng themselves or the1r famil1es w1th the wider availabil1ty of 
text1le goods and greater number of local m1lls than 1n previous years. 
Accord1ng to or1g1nal census data collected for each weaver, 1t appears 
more weavers were property owners 1n 1870 than 1n prior years (see Table 
6). In 1850, only 24% of the weavers had any real estate or personal 
property. In 1860, 41% of them owned property; an average of $700 1n 
real estate and $239 1n personal property was owned by professional 
weavers. Almost half of the profess10nal weavers in 1870, 48%, were 
land owners with an average of $1406 1n real estate and $458 1n personal 
property CU S. Bureau of the Census, Note 5) These values were 
1ntended as 1nd1cations of 1ncome, as yearly 1ncome or wages were not 
recorded by the census takers. As stated prev10usly, it was poss1ble 
that professional weavers combined th1s occupat10n w1th other means of 
mak1ng money. It can only be assumed that the occupat10n listed 1n the 
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census was the predominant trade for these people and was the major 
means of 1ncome for the maJor1ty of the year. 
Weav1ng as a Bus1ness 
Looms and Products 
The fact that professional weavers made use of the Jacquard 
attachment, looms as wide as 85 inches, fly-shuttle looms, and mult1ple 
harness looms allowed them to produce products dist1nct from those that 
could be produced by home weavers In other respects, that 1S, 1n the 
use of raw f1bers, dyes, and local serV1ces, the professional weaver had 
access to the same resources that were available to the home weaver 
Dan1el Stephenson 1n Jefferson County and Henry Herbst in Cedar 
County are the only two weavers that were documented by extant coverlets 
as using a Jacquard attachment. An extant fragment owned by the Cedar 
County Historical Soc1ety was woven with a Jacquard 1n Woodbr1dge, Cedar 
County, Iowa (no date), but cannot be traced to a particular weaver 
11v1ng there (Frymoyer, Note 11). A coverlet woven and signed as "Made 
by C. Maddhes, Davenport, Iowa, 1855" 1n the Putman Museum 1n Davenport, 
Iowa may be a~Iowa Jacquard No other 1nformation could be found on 
th1s profess10nal weaver It is known that W11liam G1lmour of Mahaska 
County was very sk11led 1n the use of a Jacquard from his work in 
Ind1ana (Montgomery, 1974) but no extant coverlets 1n Iowa are known to 
be woven by h1m No rema1n1ng artifacts of Jacquard attachments were 
found and no wr1tten eV1dence descr1bed the1r use by Iowa weavers. 
There 1S eV1dence to ind1cate that a few profess10nal weavers 1n Iowa 
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used the Jacquard attachment. However, w1thout more evidence than 
extant coverlets, the extent of usage of the attachment cannot be 
determ1ned. 
No eV1dence was found for the use of pre-punched Jacquard cards 
that could be obta1ned from compan1es 1n the East. Punch1ng holes in 
the 200 or more cards requ1red for a complete Jacquard-type coverlet was 
a very ted10us and t1me-consuming task. As a result, many ident1cal 
coverlets were made from a commerc1ally produced set of cards. Chang1ng 
any part of the des1gn horizontally or changing the border of a coverlet 
would requ1re a completely new set of cards. The extant Jacquard-type 
coverlets in Iowa cannot be spec1f1ca1ly matched in design to coverlets 
found 1n other states. Henry Herbst's coverlets are very unusual 1n 
des1gn when compared to other extant U S. coverlets and tend to reflect 
German text1le motifs. Stephenson's coverlets vary from each other and 
have not been matched to another profess1onal weaver. It was thought 
that the coverlets of both of these weavers were the1r own designs. 
Beyond the Jacquard attachment, 1t is known that some professional 
weavers had the advantage of wider looms than the common home 100m. 
Stephenson and Herbst both wove full-w1dth coverlets with no center seam 
as was common 1n the extant home-produced overshot coverlets These 
profess10nally woven coverlets were all 70 to 81 1/4 1nches in w1dth. 
It can be assumed that these w1dths would require the use of a f1y-
shuttle loom and th1s 1S supported by the fact that Stephenson had fly-
shuttles sent from England (Burnett, 1974; DaV1son & Mayer Thurman, 
1973). 
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In add1t10n to hav1ng Jacquard attachments and w1der looms, 1t was 
hypothesized that profess10nal weavers had other means for weaving 
text1les that were beyond the capab1lity of the home weaver. One 
poss1ble advantage was the use of more harnesses on the1r looms Three 
extant double woven coverlets were found that requ1red more than two or 
four harnesses commonly found on looms used by home weavers. One double 
pla1n weave coverlet 1n a private collection 1n Ames in Story County is 
sa1d to have been woven by a profess10nal weaver in Washington County 
shortly before the Civ1l War (Buchanan, Note 12). The coverlet is wool 
and cotton w1th a center lengthwise seam and 1S a pattern that would 
have required a 12-harness 100m. The w~dth of each of the two lengths 
of fabric that were sewn together to make the coverlet 1S 36 1nches 
David Bender of Johnson County also wove double pla1n weave coverlets 
Two of them are 1n the Museum of Internat10nal Folk Art 1n Santa Fe, New 
Mex1co These coverlets also have a center lengthwise seam as they were 
woven 1n two w1dths A pattern book that includes Bender's or1g1nal 
drafts and a record book 1S also 1n the museum 1n Santa Fe (F1sher, Note 
9). Many double coverlets, wh1ch would requ1re 16 to 20 harnesses, were 
seen in Iowa museums but none were documented as to weaver It cannot 
be sa1d how many of these extant coverlets 1n Iowa collections were 
woven 1n Iowa. However, because no extant home looms that were 
documented had more than four harnesses and because of the complexity of , 
mult1ple harness looms, 1t 1S be11eved that only professional weavers 
produced double woven coverlets Many looms 1n Iowa rema1n in pieces 
and are not presently put together so 1t cannot be sa1d 1f any multi-
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harness looms used by profess10nal weavers are extant. 
Jacquard-type and double-woven coverlets were the only extant 
text1les that were documented as products of a professional weaver 1n 
southeast Iowa. However, written references 1ndicate that other types 
of textiles were made by these weavers. W1ll1am Walker from Kentucky 
settled 1n Wash1ngton County in 1843. In October of 1845, he wrote to 
h1s son-in-law 1n Kentucky, 
Your mother and Ellen have as much wool as they could spin. 
Your mother and W111 went to the weaver's last week. They 
w111 have 49 to 50 yards of flannel we will get home 1n the 
course of two to three weeks Also about 25 to 30 yards of 
Jeans for me and W111 and D1ck and when we get both pieces 
home, I hope we can keep warm (F1sher, 1978, p. 14-15) 
Other products woven by profess10nal weavers m1ght have been blankets, 
carpet1ng, and 11nen fabr1c It 1S sa1d that Henry Herbst wove cream 
colored blankets for h1s fam1ly as well as a coverlet for each of his 
ten ch1ldren Only one of these ten coverlets has been located 
(Frymoyer, Note 11) Feder1c Albers, from Pruss1a, was listed as a 
"linen weaver" 1n Lee County in 1870 (U. S Bureau of the Census, Note 
5) Perhaps th1s was h1s skill in PrUSS1a and he was trY1ng to cont1nue 
1t as a means of 1ncome 1n Iowa The Fairf1eld Ledger on October 11, 
1855 listed prem1ums awarded by the Jefferson County Agricultural 
Soc1ety at their fa1r held the same month. Dan1el Stephenson was 
awarded $1 for the best pa1r of blankets, $2 for the best coverlet, and 
$1 for the second best coverlet In add1tion, Stephenson is remembered 
as weaving blankets for C1v11 War sold1ers as well as carpeting dur1ng 
the last 25 years of h1s 11fe (1867-1892) (Taylor & Taylor, Note 13). 
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Some profess10nal weavers were 1dent1fying themselves as carpet 
weavers by 1870. The 1860 census 1ncluded only one carpet weaver, a 
female working in Lee County. The 1870 census included seven carpet 
weavers. Three of these, all in Columbus C1ty, Lou1sa County, were 
included in the 1ndustry sect10n of that county, wh1ch was reserved for 
bus1nesses with an annual profit of $500 or more. Average production 
per weaver included uS1ng up to 600 pounds of cotton warp and 1800 
pounds of rags per year for 1000 yards of carpet1ng. This carpet1ng 
sold at a little under $1 per yard (U. S. Bureau of the Census, Note 6) 
Use of Local Goods and Serv1ces 
There 1S eV1dence to ind1cate that professional weavers, like home 
weavers, used commercial cotton warp and the services of local card1ng 
m11ls Customers of Dan1el Stephenson and Stephenson h1mself went to 
the Meek Brothers Woolen Mill 1n Bonaparte (Van Buren County) for carded 
wool and for mach1ne-spun yarn (Burnett, 1974). One extant coverlet, 
not s1gned, but matched in des1gn to Stephenson's other coverlets has a 
corner s1gnature block, "Made for Meek & Bros. Bonaparte Iowa 1867" It 
is possible that th1s coverlet was woven 1n part payment for card1ng and 
yarn made by the m111 (Burnett, 1974). It also could have been ordered 
and pa1d for by the Meek brothers. 
All Jacquard-type and double-woven coverlets found in Iowa, except 
1 for one, appear to have commerc1ally-spun cotton as warp. It is 
poss1ble that cotton was spun by the weaver or the customer but it would 
1 One Stephenson coverlet has wool warp and weft. 
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requ1re an excellent sp1nner to produce yarn that could stand up to the 
tens10n put on the warp threads. A descr1pt10n on a Stephenson coverlet 
said that Stephenson furn1shed the "double and tW1sted cha1n,,1 and used 
1t along w1th natural dyed wool prov1ded by the customer (Burnett, 
1974). It was found that other c11ents also prepared wool weft yarn for 
a profess10nally-woven coverlet Mr. and Mrs. James Parker of Br1ghton 
ordered four coverlets, one for each of the1r children, from Stephenson. 
The whole fam1ly helped to shear, scour, and card the wool from the1r 
own sheep. The sp1nn1ng of the wool was done by Mrs. Parker, to ensure 
a "n1ce, even thread" (Burnett, 1974) Tak1ng spun yarn to a weaver 1n 
preparat10n for an order was ment10ned by F1sher (1978), Ollinger 
(1923), and Vanderwort (1923) 
Market1ng of F1n1shed Products 
An obJect1ve of th1s thes1s was to propose hypotheses concern1ng 
the methods that profess10nal weavers used to market the1r goods. The 
popular notion of an 1t1nerant weaver g01ng from house to house has been 
repeated 1n books since 1912 (Hall, 1966). (See also Born, 1949, 
Homespun, 1977, L1ttle, 1931; Kovel & Kovel, 1967; Rose, 1981; Swygert, 
1955; Th1eme, 1974, Tunis, 1957) The use of the term 1t1nerant 1mp11es 
a wandering, nomad1c, or trave11ng weaver Several people I talked w1th 
or corresponded w1th descr1bed the 1t1nerant weaver as a person 
1 Th1s cha1n 1S assumed to be commerc1al cotton warp rather than 
spun by Stephenson It 1S assumed that professional weavers, l1ke home 
weavers, purchased cotton yarn that was for sale 1n Iowa stores as 1t 
was better sU1ted for warp1ng a loom than hands pun yarn. 
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travel1ng w1th his 100m on his wagon who would come to weave coverlets 
or whatever a fam1ly wanted. But no one could specif1cally name a 
weaver that was 1t1nerant or had products that could be spec1f1cally 
attr1buted to such a person. These people had heard the 1dea of an 
1t1nerant weaver second-hand and no one had actually had a weaver come 
to the1r own home. 
In searching for eV1dence of weavers' shops, there was only one 
1nd1cat10n that a professional weaver 1n Iowa had a shop apart from his 
home. Dan1el Stephenson is said to have kept h1S 100m w1th a Jacquard 
attachment 1n a shop next to his house 1n Fa1rf1eld (Taylor & Taylor, 
Note 13). In 1864, Stephenson wrote 1n a letter, 
We have four fine ch11dren, three boys and one glrl. The 
oldest 1S b1g enough to w1nd bob1ns (SlC) and spool 1n the 
Shop (SlC) (Stephenson, Note 8). 
Th1S bU11d1ng has been torn down though h1s house still stands. 
EV1dence was found of women tak1ng their spun yarn to a weaver to 
be woven 1nto cloth or a coverlet (Burnett, 1974; F1sher, 1978, 
Olllnger, 1923; Vanderwort, 1923) Th1S 1mpl1es that these weavers had 
a regular place of bus1ness or wove 1n the1r own home. It 1S more 
10glcal that weavers had permanent places of bus1ness rather than be1ng 
1t1nerant I hypothes1zed pr10r to research that professional weavers 
1n Iowa were not 1t1nerant 1n the sense commonly used because the size 
and we1ght of the1r looms and the add1t10nal weight of a Jacquard 
attachment made the equ1pment extremely di~f1cult to move. A Jacquard 
attachment on a 100m m1ght add 130 pounds to a loom already we1gh1ng 300 
or more pounds (Colwell, 1976) A w1de loom such as a fly-shuttle 100m 
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or one up to 85 lnches wide would also be d1fflcult to transport any 
dlstance wlth a horse or oxen and a wagon. Transportlng such a loom or 
a Jacquard attachment from house to house and invest1ng the tlme to set 
up and adjust the loom at each house 1S not supported by thlS research 
for any weavers ln southeast Iowa No evidence could be found to 
support the ldea of itlnerant weavers, as commonly presented 1n 
secondary sources. 
The use of the word 1tlnerant 1S proposed as more accurately used 
1n terms of 1) The professional weaver who traveled to take orders and 
then returned to hlS or her home or shop to weave. Though not 
substantiated by extant eV1dence, thlS is a reallstlc posslblilty for 
Iowa weavers. 2) The profess1onal weaver who felt the need to move 
further west w1th each decade to escape the competition from industry as 
1t became lncreaslngly mechan1zed durlng the 19th century. The need to 
move further west 1S partla1ly substantlated in thlS present study by 
data whlch showed so few weavers remalnlng in the profess10n for more 
than one census perl0d. By the 1860s and 70s, some weavers changed 
professl0ns as the need for and posslbly the des1re for their products 
For those who d1d not want to glve up thelr professlon, 
trave11ng westward was necessary. The ldea of 1mmlgrants maklng their 
way west to deliberately seek out a less developed economy and a less 
complex soclety, as well as to escape 1ndustrlalization, was expressed 
in letters wr1tten by an Eng11sh lmmigrant liv1ng ln southeast Iowa. 
Abel Stephenson, a weaver from Thurstone1and, England, came to Jefferson 
County, Iowa soon after 1841 to escape the 1mpact of power loom weaving 
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in h1s country. H1s desire was not to cont1nue weaving, however, but to 
be a farmer He bel1eved th1s occupation to be his only escape from 
1nev1table technolog1cal unemployment. Stephenson left England 1n 1837, 
at a time when power looms were f1rst appearing in his v11lage. He 
first worked as a spinner 1n text1le factor1es 1n the East, operat1ng 
power mach1nery (Er1kson, 1972) In Apr11 of 1838, Abel wrote to a 
relative 1n England from P1ttsburgh, 
Mach1nery is 1ncreasing fast 1n this country so that in a 
11ttle time 1t will be as Bad (sic) as it is in England. I 
shall not adv1se to come to this Country (sic) to work in the 
Manufactur1ng (sic) Bus1ness (sic) for t1mes in the new (sic) 
England States 1S nearly as bad as they are in the Old (S1C) 
Country (S1C) but it 1S better in the Western (S1C) country. 
Yet power Looms (sic) 1S (S1C) 1ncreas1ng rappidly (sic) 
(Stephenson, Note 14). 
Wh1le 1n the East to earn money, Stephenson arranged to buy 160 acres of 
land in Jefferson County and moved there soon after 1841 In 1845, Abel 
Stephenson persuaded h1s brother R1chard, and h1s family, which 1ncluded 
Dan1el, to come west to farm R1chard Stephenson and h1s family had 
come from England to New York 1n 1840 He and his sons were weav1ng in 
a factory in New York. R1chard, 11sted 1n the 1850 census as a weaver 
in Lockr1dge townsh1p, Jefferson County, continued to weave until his 
death wh1ch must have been prev10us to the 1860 census 
It can only be assumed that any person who depended on a hand sk111 
for a 11v1ng would have a desire to move away from the development of 
the factory system 1n Europe and the eastern Un1ted States and locate in 
an area where hand sk1lls were st111 needed and valued Iowa, at least 
unt11 1870, was a place to escape large textile mill product10n and the 
1ncreasing mechan1zat10n of weaV1ng that was happening 1n England and 
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the eastern U. S. In 1850, when there were 32 weavers in Iowa, there 
were only a total of 70 weavers in terr1tor1es west of Iowa (New Mex1co, 
Oregon, and Utah). By 1860, when there were 137 weavers 1n Iowa, more 
had moved further west. The state of Cal1fornia had 18 weavers, Kansas 
had 14, and Oregon had 11. The terr1tories of Nebraska, New Mex1co, and 
Utah had 105 weavers, possibly 1n search of a less developed region 
similar to what Iowa had been 1n an earlier time period (U S. Bureau of 
the Census, 1853; 1864). It was 1nev1table that the handwoven products 
of the profess1onal weavers be replaced by those made more qU1ckly 1n 
commercial text1le m111s. For most of those weavers who did not want to 
change occupations, the1r opt10n was to be 1t1nerant 1n the sense of 
travel1ng further west in search of new front1ers and new customers. 
There 1S no doubt that there are more woven text1les and coverlets 
from profess10nal weavers 1n Iowa museums and pr1vate collections that 
w111 rema1n as anonymous p1eces, due to lack of s1gnatures or wr1tten 
documentat10n by succeed1ng family members The orig1nal returns for 
the federal census reports proved to be valuable in 1dent1fying 
profess10nal weavers as an occupat1onal group in Iowa from 1850 through 
1870 The l1st of profess1onal weavers and their location 1n southeast 
Iowa as provided 1n Append1x A w111 be helpful as a reference for Iowa 
h1stor1ans or researchers of th1s tOP1C in the future Profess10nal 
weavers 1n Iowa, l1ke handweav1ng 1n the home, prov1ded Iowa settlers 
w1th unique handcrafted goods unt11 these products were replaced by 
those of textile m1l1s. Text1le m1lls started to make the1r appearance 
1n southeast Iowa by 1839 and cont1nued 1n bus1ness into the 20th 
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century. Ident1f1cat10n of these m1l1s, their tools, processes, and 
text1le products, and their relat10nsh1p to the decreased need for 
handwoven goods, w1ll be explored in the follow1ng chapter 
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TEXTILE MILLS 
In the period from 1839 through 1870 In southeast Iowa, mllls that 
provlded the serVlce of machine cardlng existed alongslde wlth mills 
that manufactured flnlshed goods such as cloth, yarn, and blankets. 
Cardlng mills speeded up the home weavlng process by offerlng serVlces 
useful to the handweaver whlle product-or len ted mllls dupllcated the 
home process of manufacturlng flnlshed cloth from raw materials. 
Product-oriented mllls provlded the surroundlng community with finlshed 
goods as well as some cardlng, splnning, and flnlshlng serVlces They 
could produce flnlshed cloth wlth the use of power looms at a much 
faster pace and lower costs than handweavers could Whlle cardlng mllls 
lnltlally provlded lmpetus to home weavlng by speedlng up the necessary 
wool cardlng process, mllls that produced finlshed textlles ellmlnated 
any need for handweavlng in southeast Iowa. 
Early textlle-related mllls made use of a source of power that 
dlfferentlated thelr processes and cloth manufacture from that done by 
handweavers. The harnesslng of power to a loom was the technology WhlCh 
most affected cloth manufacture In the Unlted States Before water 
wheels were used to run machinery, such as looms, weavlng was a hand 
process. Once a central source of power could be used to run a large 
number of looms In one locatlon, cloth manufacture In an lndustry 
settlng became possible. Looms Wlthln a woolen mlll were connected to a 
source of power by a wheel or gear on the slde of the loom. ThlS gear 
held a belt that was connected to shafts runnlng along the ceillng in 
each room of the mlll These parallel ceillng shafts were In turn 
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connected to the one central shaft that came lnto the mlll from the 
water wheel or turblne Power looms greatly increased the speed of 
weaving that had been formerly posslble with a hand loom or even with 
the use of a fly shuttle on a hand 100m Thus, the use of power, that 
was not avallable wlthln a home, moved weavlng from a domestlc setting 
to a factory settlng. 
Sources of Power 
The term mlll denotes a building or collectlon of bUlldings wlth 
machlnery for manufacturing. The earllest mliis ln the Mldwest were 
establlshed wlth small capital investments and ran when local demand 
warranted thelr custom services These mliis were what speeded up home 
manufacture by taking over the processes of grindlng wheat, sawing wood, 
and cardlng wool and flnlshlng cloth that had prevl0usly been done by 
famlly members. All mills operatlng prlor to 1848 ln Iowa were located 
on a rlver or creek to make use of the cheap source of power provlded by 
a water wheel (Swisher, 1940). Because such a wheel or one small steam 
englne could provlde enough power for several dlfferent machlnes, one 
locatlon often served as a comblnatlon flour, saw, cardlng, and woolen 
mlil. Crockett (1966) labeled these local mills as "residentiary 
lndustrles" as thelr sources for raw materlals, employees, and thelr 
market existed wlthln thelr lmmedlate locality Local mills had the 
advantage of belng close to needed resources and their seillng market 
Thls proxlmlty was especlally advantageous as long as hlgh freight 
charges made eastern goods more expenSlve than locally made ones 
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The use of a wooden water wheel on a rlver or creek was the 
earliest means of power for Iowa mllls. A crib dam, made of a wood log 
frame fllled wlth clay and stones, or a brush dam, constructed of logs, 
tree tops, clay, and stones, could be qUlckly built across the rlver or 
creek to create a rlse in the water level. Water wheels used were of 
the overshot, undershot, or breast type. In the overshot method, water 
was let lnto buckets at the top of the wheel, whlch gravlty pulled down 
to turn the wheel. This method necessitated a hlgh waterfall and a 
large wheel. In the undershot method, water was let lnto the bottom of 
the wheel whlch was less efficlent but could be used wlth lots of water 
and a small fall The breast wheel was turned by water let lnto the 
center (Hamllton, 1964). Log dams and wooden water wheels could be 
easlly bUllt wlth common hand tools from native resources so were 
commonly used for mllls ln any frontler regl0n. The dlsadvantage of 
uSlng water for a source of power was the changes in water level that 
occurred with changes ln the weather or seasons. A varlatlon of three 
feet or less ln the water level could clog a wheel or run lt dry 
(Duffleld, 1904) Because of this, mills with water wheels, according 
to secondary Iowa hlstorles, could only operate for a llmited number of 
months per year, determlned by the degree of rain ln the summer or 
amount of lce in the wlnter 
An alternatlve source of power for mills was the water turbine. A 
stream of water from a plpe was dlscharged agalnst metal blades of a 
turblne, causlng them to rotate at a high speed The blades ln turn 
rotated a central shaft lnside the mill that was connected to many 
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shafts connected by belts to the mlll machinery. ThlS was more 
efflClent than the water wheel and was less dependent on the river's 
water level. The Lonsdale Woolen Mlll, opened in 1858, was powered by a 
turblne housed ln a small wooden bUllding by the rlver's edge. The mlll 
was sltuated up a hill from the rlver, which was an advantage at times 
of floods (Lonsdale & Lonsdale, Note 15). 
The most reliable source of power for mills came wlth the 
harnesslng of steam englnes. The earliest textile-related mliis using 
steam as a source of power were ln Connectlcut in 1819, ln Kentucky in 
1829, and in Ohio in 1830 (Wool Technology, 1965). However, steam 
engines dld not become a slgnlflcant source of power untll the latter 
part of the 19th century for the whole Unlted States. By 1870, only 40% 
of the total horsepower in Amerlcan woolen mliis came from steam (Wool 
Technology, 1965). 
The flrst steam engine used in an Iowa mll1 was ln Davenport ln 
1848 (Swlsher, 1940). The 1870 federal census listed the type of power 
wool carders and cloth manufacturers were uSlng ln Iowa. Of the 18 
cardlng and textlle mliis lncluded in the 1870 census for southeast 
Iowa, 13 of these were steam mills, four were water mllls, and one 
utlllzed both methods of obtalnlng power (U. S. Bureau of the Census, 
Note 6) A summary of textlle mll1s ln all of Iowa ln 1870 11sted 46 
steam mliis and 39 water mliis (U S. Bureau of the Census, 1872, p 
478-9). Thus in Iowa ln 1870, sllghtly more than half of the textlle 
mliis used steam power. In southeast Iowa, however, steam powered mliis 
were three tlmes more common than those operatlng on water power. 
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It has been h1storically accepted that steam eng1nes would free 
Iowa mills from operating on r1ver s1tes and enable them to rema1n 1n 
act1ve operat10n for a larger number of months per year Information on 
the average months of operat10n per year for Iowa m11ls was ava1lable 1n 
the 1870 industry census. Southeast Iowa textile m1lls run by water 
rema1ned in act1ve operat10n an average of 9.5 months per year, w1th 
1nd1V1dual mills open from 5 to 12 months. On the other hand, steam 
textile m1lls averaged 7.9 months of active operat10n per year, w1th a 
range of 3 to 12 months (U S Bureau of the Census, Note 6) The use 
of water power d1d not h1nder the operat10n of text1le m11ls 1n 
southeast Iowa as popularly accepted. They operated, on the average, 
more months per year than steam m111s. No explanat10n for th1s was 
found. M11ls dependent on water power could operate the ent1re year 
rather than Just for a l1m1ted number of months, as commonly presented 
1n Iowa h1stories. 
Serv1ce Or1ented M1lls 
Fulling and Cloth Dress1ng 1n Eastern M1lls 
In the East, full1ng cloth was the f1rst process of text1le 
production to be taken out of the home and mechan1zed 1n a mill sett1ng. 
Ful11ng, or1g1nally done by human feet in a tub, brook, or on the floor, 
1nvolved tread1ng or beat1ng newly woven wool cloth to cleanse 1t of 
an1mal grease and s01l. The process resulted 1n shrunken cloth of a 
firmer weaver than that Just off the loom. The f1rst professional1zed 
fulling was done at a mill 1n Massachusetts 1n 1643 and by 1700 such 
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mills were numerous in New England and the M1ddle Atlant1c states 
(Crockett, 1966; Ke1r, 1920). Horses and humans provided the power for 
these first fulling m1lls but by 1794 water power had been 1ntroduced 
for use 1n ful11ng cloth. A water wheel was used to operate stocks 
which alternately pounded, rolled, and shrunk woven cloth. Th1S cloth 
had been folded in a box contain1ng hot water, soap, and fuller's earth, 
which helped to remove the natural 01ls from the wool. Many of the 
eastern ful11ng mills gradually enlarged the1r operat10ns to include 
dye1ng, press1ng, and sometimes burl1ng and shearing to further help 
home weavers 1n "dress1ng their cloth" after the weav1ng was completed. 
The phrase, cloth dress1ng, was used 1n the 19th century 1n reference to 
what 1S today called cloth f1n1sh1ng. Burlers removed knots and loose 
threads from the cloth after ful11ng and raised the woolen nap w1th 
teasels, burr-bear1ng plants somet1mes called "fuller's th1stle." 
Shearers then sheared the surface of the wool nap to an even height 
(Rawson, 1970). Thus fullers, dyers, burlers, and shearers were the 
earl1est profess10nal trades that were assoc1ated w1th text1le m11ls 1n 
the East. Wh1le hand weavers were accustomed to the processes used for 
ful11ng, dye1ng, and napp1ng woven cloth, the shear1ng process was added 
by industry as a means of improv1ng the f1n1shed appearance of cloth 
Increased fulling that was possible with the application of water power 
resulted 1n new var1et1es of handwoven cloth, w1th var1at10ns 1n nap and 
thickness that had not been poss1ble in the home. 
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Cloth DreSSIng and CardIng in Iowa MIlls 
In southeast Iowa, cloth dresslng, that IS, fullIng, burlIng, 
dyeIng, and shearing, dId not commonly appear as a separate bUSIness but 
was done in conjunctIon with mIlls having wool cardIng machInes. John 
TomlInson of Cedar County advertIsed the services of cloth fullIng, wool 
carding, and cloth manufacture as early as May 1843 in the Davenport 
Gazette (August 24, 1843) In 1845 and 1846, James Hodges had a cardIng 
and cloth dreSSIng business assocIated with hIS flour mill. These 
mills, located close to Iowa City on the Iowa RIver, made use of water 
power (Iowa Standard, 1846). In 1846, one cardIng and cloth dreSSIng 
establIshment, Millikin, WhIte, and Co , was operatIng In FaIrfIeld In 
Jefferson County (Newhall, 1957). One dyer, J Lawrence, who was In 
bUSIness for hImself In Burlington in 1846, was the only person found 
who offered dyeIng apart from wool cardIng or any other cloth fInishing 
process (Newhall, 1957). Other carding mills were operatIng In the 
1840s In Henry, MuscatIne, and WashIngton countIes. These mIlls too may 
have offered the serVIces assocIated with cloth dreSSIng. 
Table 5, on page 61, shows the number of carders who were 
documented In southeast Iowa from 1846 through 1870. The peak number of 
carders offerIng carded wool for use by home weavers was probably in 
1850, even though a smaller number of countIes were researched for 1860 
and 1870 than In the preVIOUS years. The federal census of 1850 
included a footnote about the number of males employed by some of the 
"leading Interests" In Iowa at that time. This included all 
establIshments prodUCIng over $500 worth of materIals per year. CardIng 
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and fulling mills, wlth 53 employees, ranked fifth 1n the state 1n terms 
of the total number employed. The actual number of cardlng and fulling 
mliis statewide in 1850 was not glven. Iowa settlers' needs for cardlng 
and fulling were exceeded only by the need for and greater use of saw 
mills, grist mills, beef and pork pack1ng, and brlck maklng (U. S. 
Bureau of the Census, 1853, p. 954). The industry censuses of 1860 and 
1870 give information as to the number of southeast Iowa mills that 
11sted wool rolls as a product (see Appendlx B) In 1860, seven cardlng 
mills were offerlng wool rolls for sale at an average of 40 cents per 
pound In 1870, flve cardlng mliis offered wool rolls at an average of 
45 cents per pound wh1le three textlle mills also llsted wool rolls as 
part of their products and sold them at an average of 55 cents per 
pound. Thus by 1870, there was stlll some use of carded wool ln the 
home or by professlonal weavers. The mills that offered carded wool as 
a serVlce ln 1860 and 1870 were located ln the countles of Cedar, Dav1s, 
Henry, Jefferson, Keokuk, Mahaska, Van Buren, and Wapello. Some of 
these counties are the same ones that were identlfled as havlng the 
hlghest amounts of home manufactured goods up through 1870 
In Iowa, cardlng and cloth dressing withln the home were 
slmultaneously taken over by mliis that used some source of power to 
speed up these processes. This 1S unllke textlle productl0n 1n the East 
where the home processes associated with weavlng were more gradually 
taken over by mllls, with fulling the first process to be done wlth the 
use of power. The carding mliis ln southeast Iowa worked 1n conjunction 
with home weavers, llghtenlng the load of home productl0n, rather than 
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compet1ng wlth home or profess1onal weavers who used thelr serVlces. An 
ad for Tomllnson's mll1 1n Cedar County exempllfied this mutually 
beneflclal arrangement by stat1ng simply, "The Nelson Factory encourages 
home manufacture" (Davenport Gazette, August 24, 1843). 
The capital 1nvested 1n carding m11ls was less than that invested 
to start other bus1nesses that were listed in the 1ndustry census 
returns for southeast Iowa. ThlS investment would be even less when a 
carding mach1ne could be added to an already eX1stent flour or saw m111, 
as the same source of power could be used to run all needed machines 
In 1860, the capital invested 1n card1ng mliis ranged from $480 to $6000 
with an average of $2635 needed to start such a business. The average 
cap1tal spent on starting a cardlng mll1 1n 1870 had decreased to $2280 
wlth the range of investments from $500 to $3000 (U S Bureau of the 
Census, Note 6) (see Append1x B). 
The mach1nery needed to produce rolls of carded wool for home 
weavers was relatlvely s1mple. The machinery was called a "set (or 
sett) of cards" wh1ch meant two or three 1nd1vidual card1ng machlnes. 
These sets lncluded a breaker to 1n1tlally free the wool of knots, 
burrs, and larger 1rregular1t1es and a finisher to produce rolls of 
stra1ghtened wool flbers An alternate arrangement used the breaker, 
intermedlate, and f1n1shing mach1nes ln comb1nation to card raw wool 
(Cole, 1926). Mllis could run one set or many more sets of machinery at 
one tlme, dependlng on the1r source of power. In 1870, a DaV1S County 
card1ng mlll, uSlng a double set of cards, was processing 15,000 pounds 
of raw wool 1n flve months of the year (U S. Bureau of the Census, Note 
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6). Th1S would 1nvolve card1ng about 100 pounds of wool per day, a much 
greater amount than was possible w1th hand carding at home 
The end product of card1ng m1lls, a roll of wool f1bers free from 
knots and burrs, was more un1form and consistent than that produced by 
hand cards Wool rolls were commonly one-half inch 1n d1ameter and 
the1r length was 11m1ted by the w1dth of the carding surface on the 
mach1ne used (Ar11ngton M1lls, 1925). Purchas1ng mach1ne-carded wool 
rolls saved time for the handweaver as then they no longer needed to 
piece shorter rolls of hand carded wool dur1ng spinn1ng An ad for 
Ozark Woolen M1lls 1n Jackson County included this claim, "Mak1ng Rolls 
two thousand feet long, enabling the spinner to produce tW1ce as much 
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yarn of super10r qua11ty in the same t1me as by the old method" 
(Scrapbook, n d.). As a machine two thousand feet w1de does not seem 
likely, th1s mill may have been uS1ng an alternate process to card raw 
wool. Card1ng mach1nery was sometimes locally bU1lt as James Hodges d1d 
for h1s Johnson County m1ll (Iowa Standard, Janurary 1, 1846). Thus, 
not all types of card1ng mach1nes and processes used by card1ng mills 
could be documented. 
Custom Sp1nning and Yarn Production 
The home spinn1ng wheel, wh1ch was used in the Un1ted States to 
produce yarn for weav1ng, was lim1ted to produc1ng one thread at a time. 
F1ve or S1X sp1nners were needed to keep one weaver supplied with yarn. 
The first practical sp1nn1ng machine for wool was the sp1nn1ng Jenny, 
1nvented by an English weaver, James Hargreaves, in 1767. It arrived 1n 
Amer1ca by 1775 and was capable of spinning many threads at one time. 
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In the 1820s, the Jack began replac1ng the sp1nn1ng jenny in American 
woolen mills and, from 1830 to 1870, it was the most popular mach1ne for 
sp1nning wool. Wh1le uS1ng the Jenny was a hand process for sp1nn1ng 
multiple threads at one t1me, the Jack was the first power-dr1ven 
sp1nn1ng mach1nery for wool. The cost of producing yarn on a sp1nn1ng 
Jack was one-e1ghth the cost of handspun yarn because of 1tS speed (Wool 
Technology, 1965). 
Custom spinning and the production of yarn were two more early ser-
V1ces offered by southeast Iowa card1ng and woolen m11ls that 
contr1buted to speed1ng up home manufacture A descr1pt10n of the 
mach1nery used by Iowa m1lls to sp1n yarn was not g1ven 1n any resource. 
However, labels of types of mach1nes that were used in the m11ls were 
obtained from the 1870 census (U. S Bureau of the Census, Note 6). The 
terms used: Jacks, sp1nning jack, spindles, double tW1ster, and sp1nner, 
refer to mechan1zed sp1nn1ng equ1pment such as that used by eastern 
m11ls from the 1820s unt11 shortly after the C1vil War. Some Iowa m11ls 
1n 1870 had only one Jack w1th no 1nd1cat10n of 1tS S1ze and others 
1nd1cated the1r sp1nn1ng capac1ty by the number of spindles on their 
Jacks. The two m11ls with the largest capac1ty for spinning yarn 1n 
1870 were the Amana Society Woolen Mill in Iowa County with 1000 
spindles and the Meek Brothers Woolen M111 1n Van Buren County with 1640 
spindles. The Meek Brothers were sp1nn1ng the1r own yarn for cloth 
production while the Amana Soc1ety manufactured 48,000 pounds of yarn in 
1870 for sale at $1 per pound. Stocking yarn, so called because 1t was 
used for kn1tt1ng stock1ngs at home, was the Amana Soc1ety Mill's 
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1nitial and only product 1n 1860 (U S. Bureau of the Census, Note 6). 
According to the orig1nal census return for 1860, 39,500 pounds of 
yarn was being produced by five southeast Iowa mills 1n 1860. Th1S yarn 
was sold at an average of 81 cents per pound. In 1870, twelve m1lls 
were sp1nn1ng a total of 121,200 pounds of yarn. Yarn in 1870 was sold 
at an average of 74 cents per pound (U. S. Bureau of the Census, Note 6) 
(see Append1x B) The total amount of yarn spun 1n southeast Iowa m1lls 
was actually h1gher as some census f1gures were not readable or 
ava1lab1e for all eX1sting m1lls. Newspaper ads for custom sp1nn1ng and 
yarn sold by m1lls other than those listed 1n the census were placed by 
the Vernon Woolen Mill 1n 1868 (Bentonsport Slgnal, 1868), the Eagle 
Woolen M1ll 1n Jackson County (Scrapbook, n. d.), and the Davenport 
Woolen Mill 1n 1871 (Taber, 1871). 
Dye1ng 
One add1t10nal serV1ce that some card1ng or textile m1lls provided 
for the1r local customers was that of dye1ng. An advertlslng flyer for 
Eagle Woolen M1lls 1n Jackson County not only cla1med to offer roll 
cardlng, custom splnn1ng, slngle yarns (numbers 1, 2, and 3 on hand), 
and custom cloth flnlsh1ng, but also scarlet and ind1go blue dyeing 
The ad went on to say that the mlll had rose, anallne, and pure dye 
stuffs on hand for sale and would furnlsh dyeing dlrectlons to customers 
at no charge (Scrapbook, n. d). One other ad, found 1n the Iowa 
Republlcan, for Apr1l 14, 1852, gave an 1nd1catlon of the varlety of 
colors of woolen rolll fabr1cs. Bryan Woolen Factory of Cedar Raplds 
(Linn County) advertlsed woven cloth 1n: "Black, blue black, navy, fancy 
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and plumb blue, all browns, drabs, smokes, slates, Br1tish mud, mixes 
sheep gray, cadet, steel, black, gold." Flannels came 1n "black, W1nes, 
London brown, Turkey scarlet, madder reds, p1nks, oranges, and yellow" 
Other art1cles read and people 1nterv1ewed mentioned dye1ng rooms 
and dyers w1th1n woolen m1lls. Oakland M1lls (Henry County) had a 
basement used for clean1ng and dyeing wool (V1rden, 1966). Mrs Ed1th 
Meek Baker, the daughter of a later owner of Meek Brothers Woolen M1ll, 
recalled women workers who had permanently dyed forearms from working 
around dye vats 1n the mill (Baker, Note 16). A dyer was a sk1lled 
professional whose Job title was listed 1n the census reports of var10US 
count1es that had text1le mills. 
Mills Manufactur1ng Finished Products 
Power Looms in Eastern M1lls 
--- ----
Along w1th the serV1ce oriented operat10ns that early card1ng m1lls 
thr1ved on, some added or began the manufacture of f1nished cloth and 
other products. The woolen process that had been used 1n home 
manufacture to produce cloth of med1um and coarse grades was duplicated 
w1th power mach1nery to produce greater quant1ties of cloth than was 
poss1ble in the home. Weav1ng was the last major process to be 
mechan1zed 1n the development of the factory system for cloth 
manufacture. Power looms had appeared 1n England as early as 1774. In 
1791, a U. S. patent was applied for on a water-powered 100m to be used 
1n New Jersey and Delaware. Other water-powered looms were in operat10n 
1n small numbers 1n the Un1ted States by 1810 However, in 1810 there 
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were only 24 woolen factories 1n the United States. However, most of 
these employed hand weavers, either all working under one roof or in a 
cottage system 1n which they were supplied mater1als and they wove at 
home for a central cloth manufacturer. It was not unt1l after the War 
of 1812, w1th the increased demand for textiles and the prohibit10n 
against the export of British text1le mach1nery, that Amer1can 1nventors 
were mot1vated to further improve methods of cloth production The 
f1rst large-scale app11cation of the power 100m to weav1ng in the U S. 
came in 1814 in Waltham, Massachusetts where Francis Cabot Lowell and 
Paul Moody developed a power loom for weaving coarse cotton fabr1cs. 
Once the power loom had been perfected, all processes of cloth 
manufacture could be conta1ned w1th1n a factory. All the steps that 
were necessary for cloth product1on were then performed by factory 
workers, a new, separate and dist1nct occupat10n from prev10us sk1lled 
trades. Such a factory system d1m1n1shed the 1mportance of handweav1ng 
by fam1ly members. By 1840, power weaving in factories had become the 
dominant method of cloth production in the U S. and handweav1ng had 
largely d1sappeared from New England (Wool Technology, 1965). 
Power Looms 1n Iowa Mills 
----- ----- -- ---- -----
The peak number of cloth manufacturers 1n the state of Iowa was at 
the t1me of the 1870 census, with 85 mills in operation (see Table 8). 
Seventy-three new mills opened for business 1n Iowa between 1860 and 
1870 The majority of Iowa text1le mills were not in bus1ness for long, 
however. A loss of 51 mills for the state between 1870 and 1880 
indicates that these ten years were a s1gnificant period of changes that 
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caused many of them to go out of bus1ness (Hull, 1883, U. S. Bureau of 
the Census, 1872). 
Table 9 shows the number of mills found to be operating 1n 
southeast Iowa from 1830 to 1900. Wh1le the greatest number of text1le 
m1lls in Iowa closed 1n the decade between 1870 and 1880, southeast Iowa 
m1lls were at the1r peak number in this per10d. As in the rest of the 
state, the maJor1ty of text1le mills 1n th1s reg10n of the state were 
not in bus1ness for very long. Between 1880 and 1889, 27 southeast Iowa 
m11ls went out of business. The decl1ne in the number of textile mills 
1n southeast Iowa occurred a decade later than 1t d1d in the rema1nder 
or the state. 
All but one text1le m1ll operat1ng in southeast Iowa from 1839 
through the year 1870 was found to be a woolen m111. A flax mill was 
operat1ng 1n Iowa C1ty from 1868 through 1888. However, no records of 
1ts products were ava1lable. Therefore, a d1scuss10n of the 
mechan1zat10n of weav1ng w1ll be 1n terms of the woolen process wh1ch 
predom1nated in Iowa. 
As early as 1839, a woolen mill had opened for bus1ness in 
• 
southeast Iowa It was run 1n conJunct10n w1th a flour and saw m1ll, 
all situated on the Skunk R1ver 1n Henry County and was named Oakland 
Mills (V1rden, 1966). Another early woolen mill was Crawford M1lls, 
completed in 1844 along the Skunk. It too was operated 1n conJunct10n 
w1th a flour and saw m1ll (Henry County B1centenn1al Commission, 1982). 
John Tomlinson advert1sed carding, ful11ng, and manufactur1ng cloth at 
Nelson 1n Cedar County 1n May of 1843 (Davenport Gazette, August 24, 
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TABLE 9 
Number of Text11e Mills 1n Southeast Iowa, 1830-1900 
Time Period New M111s Total Number of Mills Loss of M111s 
1830-39 1 1 
1840-49 2 3 
1850-59 6 8 1 
1860-69 20a 25 3 
1870-79 2Sb 41b 9 
1880-89 7 21a 27a 
1890-99 6 l6a 11 
Note. Append1x C l1sts all text1le mills that were documented for south-
east Iowa. All mills were woolen mills with exceptions (see footnotes a 
and b). 
a Includes one flax mill. 
b Includes two flax mills. 
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1843). Rlchmond and Shaw were operatlng a woolen mill on the Engllsh 
River in Washlngton County in 1845 (Iowa Standard, January 1, 1846). 
All these early woolen mills are believed to have used power looms. No 
eVldence was found for the existence of hand weavlng wlthln any mills in 
southeast Iowa. Descrlptlons of the weavlng process or types of looms 
used were not avallable for ml1ls prlor to 1870. In the 1870 lndustry 
census, the terms "narrow" and "broad" were used to describe types of 
looms used ln Iowa woolen mliis These terms refer to the wldth of the 
100m and the resulting wldth of the cloth produced. In southeast Iowa 
mliis ln 1870, 51 narrow looms were belng used, 25 broad looms, and 36 
looms were unspeclfled as to Slze. Some woolen mills, llke Abel 
Wllklnson's ln Van Buren County, had only one loom, while others had 
many looms under one roof. The largest number of power looms ln one 
mlll was 32, at the Meek Brother's Woolen Mlll in Van Buren County CU. 
S. Bureau of the Census, Note 6). The only informatl0n that was 
available to determlne the resultlng wldth of fabric from these looms 
was informatlon about eastern fabric productl0n. Earliest fabrics ln 
eastern mills were woven in two widths, 22 to 23 inches and 27 lnches 
(Arlington Mills, 1925). These widths were produced on what was 
consldered a narrow loom. The flrst broad looms were those used for 
weavlng broadcloth and were used ln mills ln Connecticut around 1825 
(Clark, 1916). Some broad looms were two and one-half yards wlde to 
allow for fulling of certain wool cloths in wldth as well as length 
(Cole, 1926). 
The earllest narrow and broad power looms were made for weaving 
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plaln weave fabrlcs. The first power 100m for weavlng "fancy cloth"l 
was used for producing overcoat fabrlc and was put on the market ln 1840 
by Crompton Loom Works of Worcester, Massachusetts. A fancy 100m or 
fancy cloth lmplled the use of more than four harnesses on a 100m to 
weave fabrlcs All extant fabrlcs from Iowa mills were plaln weave that 
would requlre a two harness 100m or tWlll weave which required four 
harnesses The weave of some extant woolen cloths was obscured by the 
fulllng, napplng, and presslng that finished the cloth once off the 
100m. Thus, the varlety of products manufactured ln Iowa mills was 
llmlted by standard 100m widths, by a small number of weaves posslble, 
and by the flnlshlng that could be done to shrlnk the cloth or change 
ltS surface. 
Flnlshed Products 
Southeast Iowa mlll owners used raw wool that was obtalned from 
local farmers or from thelr own sheep herd. McFarland Mill ln 
Washington advertlsed to buy raw wool from farmers for cash or in 
exchange for yarn or cloth (Rlchardson, 1971). State Woolen Mlll in 
Maquoketa, Iowa, as well as other mills, advertlsed for "WOOL WANTED. 
The hlghest market price always allowed" (Scrapbook, n d). Stickler's 
Woolen Mll1 near Iowa Clty advertlsed the use of local wool ln turn for 
products geared to the needs of the local customers. Thelr ad stated, 
"Manufacturlng the farmer's wool lnto substantial fabrlcs suited to the 
requlrements of the communlty" (Irlsh, 1868, p. 195). The local wool 
I Fancy cloth was any cloth not of plaln or tWlll weave. 
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ava11ab1e was f1ne but usually lacked length. Many Iowa farmers chose 
sheep breeds on the bas1s of the quant1ty of the fleece rather than on 
its qua11ty, espec1ally 1n per10ds of low wool pr1ces. The 
unpred1ctab1l1ty of wool pr1ces also l1m1ted the number of farmers that 
were 1nterested 1n breed1ng sheep for long, h1gh qua11ty wool (~ Century 
of Farming 1n Iowa, 1946; Ross, 1951). Thus, the fabrics that southeast 
Iowa mills produced were those that could be made from short fibers that 
did not require extensive carding or sp1nn1ng. 
The earliest list of fabrics produced by an Iowa woolen m1ll was 
found 1n an 1852 newspaper ad for Bryan Woolen Factory 1n Cedar Rap1ds. 
The mill owners stated that they kept on hand for wholesale and reta1l 
sales, "fulled cloths, caSS1meres, doesk1ns, tweeds, satinets, Kentucky 
jeans, flannels, shawls, and blankets" (Iowa Repub11can, April 14, 
1852) It is assumed that these products were manufactured by the 
factory rather than obta1ned elsewhere and Just sold by them The 
1ndustry census taken 1n 1860 and 1870 l1sted woolen m1ll products and 
the quantity produced by each m1ll operat1ng 1n those years (see 
Appendix B). The products produced by southeast Iowa m1lls 1n 1860 
var1ed dramat1cally. One m11l produced yarn only wh1le other woolen 
m1lls produced three or four types of fabrics, blankets, and yarn. 
Satinet, flannel, and blankets were products that were manufactured by 
southeast Iowa m1lls 1n the greatest quant1t1es 1n 1860. The same 
text1le products were found in newspaper ads for other m1lls that were 
1n business prior to 1860. 
The product10n of such fabr1cs as flannel and jeans increased as 
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the number of fabric mliis increased by 1870 (see Appendlx B). These 
two fabrlcs were considered lower quallty than satlnet and cassimere, 
WhlCh were belng manufactured in much smaller quantitles and by fewer 
mills in 1870. By 1870, the total quantlty of flannel woven by 
southeast Iowa woolen mliis was 320,600 yards. This amount of flannel 
was over 100 times greater than that manufactured in 1860. Jeans fabrlc 
was also far more prevalent ln 1870 whereas the productl0n of satlnet, 
casslmere, and blankets only doubled from 1860 to 1870. 
Wool flannel was the fabrlc produced ln the greatest quantity in 
1870. Cole (1900) descrlbed flannel as woven from woolen yarns prepared 
by mlnlmal carding and only slight twisting in the splnning. The 
flnlshed product was coarse threaded and loosely woven. Flannel was a 
popular fabric because lt requlred llttle tlme ln the preparation of 
yarn and requlred only a small amount of fuillng. The nap was ralsed by 
sllght teasellng The nap of the flannel could be sheared after belng 
ralsed but was more commonly pressed flat Cole (1900) also wrote that 
only wlthin the last 25 years (1875-1900) had flannel been replaced by 
knltted goods for underwear. 
Flannel was also used for bed coverlngs or blankets. Jackson 
County Historical Museum had a black and whlte strlped piece of wool 
flannel woven at Eagle Woolen Mll1 ln Maquoketa. This flannel had been 
woven for speclal orders for the men's penltentlary ln Anamosa and was 
used for uniforms and blankets. The highly napped surface obscured the 
weave on one side of the cloth. The welght was what would today be 
consldered a blanket welght It also appeared to have a cotton warp and 
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wool weft. Cotton was used in the warp of many fabr1cs woven on power 
looms as 1t could withstand tens10n better than wool. A newspaper 
art1cle about the Eagle Woolen M1ll sa1d that they also wove flannel for 
sk1rts that they manufactured (Woolen Mills, 1954). The flannel 
produced 1n Iowa m1lls was used for underwear, blankets, and outer 
apparel. It appears that the reason Iowa mills wove flannel was that 1t 
required m1n1mal card1ng, sp1nning, and finishing steps yet had a • 
greater nap than the flannel that could be made by handweavers. 
Two other products of Iowa mills, satinets and cassimere, 
represented fabr1cs that were not known to be woven 1n the home. 
Sat1net, made w1th cotton warp and wool weft, was 1ntroduced to the 
Un1ted States about 1812 by eastern m1lls. It was a product 
spec1f1cally woven for use 1n mak1ng men's trousers. It was also the 
f1rst fabr1c to be produced on power looms (Ke1r, 1920). Cole (1900, p. 
464) referred to satinet as a "cheap and infer10r var1ety of cloth 
extens1vely used in the manufacture of men's ready-made cloth1ng." The 
weave was a four harness tW1ll that resulted 1n a close smooth surface 
to 1m1tate sat1n. Sat1net was commonly fulled, sheared close to the 
surface, and pressed for pr1nting with str1pes, checks, or plaids (Cole, 
1900). The tW1ll weave of sat1net requ1red a four harness loom rather 
than a two harness loom that could be used to produce pla1n weave cloth. 
Cassimere was an orig1nal Amer1can product. It ranged 1n quality 
from an 1nexpenS1ve fabr1c that conta1ned cotton warp and reprocessed 
wool weft to a f1ne all wool fabr1c It was not usually fulled and 
sheared as sat1net was. Manufacture of th1s fabric 1n Iowa mills was 
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not unusual as cassimere was a general term for a large class of woolen 
cloth used for men's cloth1ng and was produced 1n many small m1lls 
across the Un1ted States It was commonly made in widths of 27 and 54 
1nches, was of plain, twill, and other fancy weaves, and patterned on 
the loom, rather than printed, in pla1ds, checks, and stripes (Cole, 
1900). An extant salesman's sample of a men's suiting fabric woven by 
Meek Brothers Woolen M1ll 1S poss1bly caSS1mere. It appeared to be all 
wool and was very t1ghtly woven of fine yarns 1n a navy, wh1te, and 
black pla1d (Meek & Meek, Note 17) The yarns were much finer and the 
weave t1ghter than commonly done by hand weavers. The ma1n reason for 
manufactur1ng caSS1mere, as well as sat1net and flannel, was that 1t 
used yarn that was prepared by card1ng only. Later the use of worsted 
yarns, requ1ring extra comb1ng steps for the wool, came 1nto vogue for 
men's suit1ng fabr1cs and decreased the popularity of woolen caSS1meres 
and satinets. 
Jeans (Jaynes) and blankets were made by many of the woolen 
manufacturers 1n Iowa 1n 1870 Both were functional products and useful 
for cloth1ng and household textiles. Extant woolen mill blankets and 
p1eces of blankets appeared to be all wool, and were plain weave of 
loosely spun yarn. No v1sual difference 1n the fabric could be 
1dentif1ed between handwoven and m1ll woven blankets Woolen m1lls had 
an advantage over home weavers 1n produc1ng blankets as broad looms 
allowed m1lls to weave them 1n one p1ece and full them to a des1red 
size, while home weavers had to weave two lengths for a blanket and sew 
the p1eces together w1th a center lengthwise seam. Woolen m1ll blankets 
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could also be made 1n less t1me and at a cheaper cost than handwoven 
ones. 
Add1tional fabr1cs ment10ned in newspaper ads for woolen m1lls were 
beavers or beaver cloths, doeskins, tweeds, moscows and Astrachan 
cloakings, lad1es' Jacket fabr1cs, all wool sheetings and sh1rt1ngs, and 
linsey. Doesk1n was a closely woven, f1ne, twill wool cloth, often 
black, and was used as a h1gh grade fabr1c for men's clothing. The name 
was der1ved from the smooth hand of the cloth. It was cons1dered one of 
the most expens1ve fabr1cs manufactured of wool and was fulled and 
f1n1shed in a var1ety of ways for different end products Tweeds, 
produced 1n some Iowa m1lls, were tW1ll cloths of a soft, open texture, 
and were produced both in pla1n colors and loom f1gured checks and 
plaids. The surface appeared hazy rather than of a sharp, defined 
pattern due to extens1ve ful11ng (Cole, 1900). With the except10n of 
doesk1ns and tweeds, other fabr1cs mentioned 1n newspaper ads for woolen 
m1lls were all fabrics that were produced close to 1870 or after. In 
the last quarter of the 19th century, small local mills needed to expand 
the1r product l1nes to compete w1th the greater var1ety of products 
arr1v1ng V1a ra1lroad from eastern m1lls. 
The most common products of Iowa woolen m1lls prior to 1870 were 
flannels, Jeans, sat1nets, cassimeres, blankets, yarns, and carded wool. 
Sat1nets and caSS1meres were higher pr1ced goods for Iowa m1lls, though 
they were cons1dered cheaper ut1l1tar1an fabr1cs by eastern m1ll 
standards. They were both used predominantly for the construction of 
men's cloth1ng. Flannels and Jeans were lower pr1ced and suited more 
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for work clothes and posslbly underwear made at home. Blankets, yarns, 
and carded wool rolls represent utllitarlan products that were needed 
and used by local customers through 1870. All of the products 
manufactured by woolen mliis made use of the local wool that could be 
obtalned from farmers 
The earllest textile mliis in southeast Iowa were geared towards an 
exchange of raw materlals for services or finlshed goods. Wool, as well 
as other goods, was taken ln payment for work done by the mill The 
earliest mliis made thelr serVlces accesslble to most settlers by 
acceptlng hides, beeswax, beans, flaxseed, tallow, and other useable 
goods for payment. They usually provlded cardlng serVlces In 
conJunctl0n wlth flour grlndlng and wood sawing at a centrallzed 
location for the convenlence of customers who could use all three 
serVlces. Mills that took over the more monotonous tasks of carding and 
cloth flnlshing were welcomed by home weavers as a way to cut down the 
tlme spent provlding their family wlth clothlng and household textlles. 
The manufacture of yarn and cloth by local mills was a means of 
expandlng from a serVlce related bUSlness to one that provided finished 
products for the communlty. Woolen products shlpped from the East, 
because they were hlgh in bulk and welght, were moreexpenslve In Iowa 
than locally made cloth because their prlces lncluded hlgh frelght 
charges. The prlce advantage that local mliis had ln seillng their 
flnlshed products, as well as thelr easy accesslbility to raw materlals, 
protected mldwest mliis for a limlted tlme. Durlng this perl0d, local 
mliis could stay In bUSlness by provldng goods sUlted to thelr 
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customer's needs that were pr1ced lower than eastern products. As 
ra1lroad sh1pping costs were lowered, with the increased quantit1es of 
goods be1ng sh1pped, local m1lls d1d not ma1nta1n their advantage over 
eastern text1le manufacturers. 
A shift from serV1ce or1ented card1ng m1lls to product or1ented 
woolen mills occurred between 1860 and 1870 for southeast Iowa. The use 
of power mach1nery for card1ng and f1n1sh1ng cloth temporar1ly strength-
ened household manufactur1ng by e11minating some processes 1n the home 
and making cloth product1on eaS1er for hand weavers. However, the 
application of power to looms increased the output of cloth and 
decreased the cost of weaving beyond the ab1l1t1es of handweavers. Ads 
for Iowa woolen m1lls made 1t evident that they w1shed to e11m1nate any 
need for weav1ng 1n the home, by accommodat1ng the1r potential customers 
as much as poss1ble The Bryan Woolen Factory 1n Cedar Rapids 
manufactured wool e1ther on shares or by the yard at 25 to 50 cents per 
yard 1n 1852. Wool, soap, produce, or other goods were taken 1n payment 
for any cloth and they also guaranteed the1r cloth to be top quality 
(Iowa Repub11can, Apr1l 14, 1852). The Vernon Woolen Mills exchanged 
cloth for wool, w1th no cash payment needed (Bentonsport S1gnal, April 
23, 1868) The product1on of relat1vely few types of cloth prior to 
1870 seems to 1nd1cate that the m1lls were not produc1ng cloth beyond 
the needs of the1r 1mmed1ate commun1ty. They produced only enough 
fabr1c to supply the local market and were not 1nvolved 1n the 
production of a large variety of goods for d1str1bution to a larger 
market area The decreasing number of card1ng and woolen m1lls 1n 
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southeast Iowa and the rest of the state 1n the latter part of the 19th 
century does ind1cate that they were able to provide needed services and 
f1n1shed products for a l1mited time only. 
The protection g1ven midwestern manufacturers by a lack of a 
nat10nal market1ng system that reached Iowa was start1ng to fade 1n 
1870 Iowa woolen m1l1s had been protected by the relat1vely few 
changes that had been made 1n the mach1nery used for wool manufacture up 
to the C1v11 War decade. By 1870 Amer1can's preference for worsted 
cloth, as well as 1nvent10ns that allowed the product1on of such cloth, 
resulted 1n greater use of worsteds rather than woolens (Clark, 1916, 
Cole, 1926, Keir, 1920, M1chl, 1938; Weld, 1912). Worsted cloth 
required the use of a longer fiber wool from sheep that were 
spec1f1cally ra1sed for their wool, the use of machinery for comb1ng as 
well as card1ng the raw wool, and the use of newer sp1nning mach1nery 
that could produce a smoother, f1ner yarn than prev10usly had been made. 
Small local m11ls could not afford to make the changes that were needed 
to manufacture worsteds. The trend away from heav1er woolen cloth to 
preference for the l1ghter, dress1er worsteds, as well as the changes 1n 
national transportat1on systems, caused Iowa m111s to close between 1870 
and 1900. It can be expected that the change in fash10n preference from 
heav1er we1ght fabrics to l1ghter we1ght ones after 1870 and the 
availablility of new fabr1cs produced in the East contr1buted not only 
to the dec11ne of Iowa's text1le mills but a decline 1n the use of 
handwoven cloth as well. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The household manufacture of textiles occurred in some of the 16 
count1es 1n southeast Iowa during the per10d from 1839 to 1870. 
Evidence of home weav1ng was found for Dav1s, Des M01nes, Henry, 
Jefferson, Van Buren, Wapello, and Wash1ngton count1es From 1850 
through 1870, settlers 1n Dav1s, Iowa, Jefferson, Keokuk, and Wapello 
count1es produced the greatest quantities of household manufactured 
goods, 1nclud1ng handwoven cloth. Th1s home manufacture was recorded 1n 
the census reports for 1850, 1860, and 1870. All of the count1es w1th 
hand weavers or a sizeable amount of domest1c manufacture were s1tuated 
away from the M1SS1SS1PP1 R1ver These count1es lacked access to the 
goods commerc1ally produced 1n the East wh1ch were ava1lable as early as 
the 1820s and 1830s 1n areas border1ng the Miss1ss1ppi 
The means of transportation available to settlers 1n a certa1n 
county affected the degree of home manufacture and handweav1ng done by 
Iowa settlers. A search of ads 1n Iowa's earl1est newspapers showed 
that the count1es on the M1SS1SS1PP1 R1ver and those w1th navigable 
r1vers had ready access to a variety of commerc1al text1les by 1840. As 
th1s was shortly after Iowa was open for settlement, settlers 1n these 
count1es d1d not have as great a need to produce goods w1th1n the home 
as those in count1es w1thout r1vers. The count1es on the Mississ1pp1 
River were also the f1rst Iowa count1es to be reached by ra1lroad in the 
m1d-1850s Most of the count1es w1th navigable rivers and early access 
to the railroad showed a def1n1te decl1ne 1n home manufacture by 1860. 
It 1S proposed that the 1ntroduct1on of the ra1lroad brought a greater 
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amount and variety of commerc1al goods to Iowa than was previously 
ava1lable. Thus, the counties that were reached by ra1l f1rst were able 
to g1ve up home manufacture and home weav1ng sooner than those count1es 
that had less means of transportat10n ava1lable to them. Settlers 1n 
Davis, Iowa, Jefferson, and Keokuk counties, where ra1lroad trans-
portation was not ava1lable until the 1860s and 1870s, were the count1es 
which ma1ntained the highest values for home manufacture into 1870 
Evidence shows that fabric production from raw wool was done within 
the home 1n 1870 and that a number of m1lls continued to sell carded 
wool to home weavers. However, by 1870, this home fabric production 
could have 1ncluded kn1tted as well as woven textiles. By 1884, woolen 
manufacturers 1n southeast Iowa were beginning to produce kn1tted socks, 
hos1ery, gloves, and m1ttens (Dockham, 1884). It 1S poss1ble that the 
local m1lls were then 1ntroduc1ng kn1tted goods to replace those 
spec1f1c home goods, as they had taken over the product10n of woven 
goods in earl1er years. 
Because handweav1ng and household manufacture were st111 present 1n 
some southeast Iowa count1es 1n the 1860s and 1870s, secondary Iowa 
h1stor1es are 1naccurate 1n presenting these home processes as done only 
in a front1er log cab1n setting. S1X count1es 1n southeast Iowa could 
no longer be considered a front1er 1n 1850, as measured by the 
populat10n dens1ty 1n these count1es by that t1me. By 1860, the rest of 
southeast Iowa, w1th the except10n of Iowa County, could no longer be 
thought of as a front1er area. The 1dea of home manufacture presented 
1n secondary Iowa h1stor1es that deal with handweav1ng only 1n relat10n 
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to log cabins and an economically-bleak frontier cannot be substantiated 
by th1s research. 
This study provided eV1dence that other factors apart from 
necessity influenced the amount of home weaving done in southeast Iowa. 
Other motives for weaving were proposed as hypotheses to be tested by 
further research. S1nce some home weavers sold the1r hand products to 
ne1ghbors and others 1n the1r local communities, it is possible that 
handwoven cloth was used as barter 1n exchange for other goods or for 
needed serV1ces. In addit1on, 1t was conven1ent for an Iowa settler to 
have the sk1lls requ1red to produce text1les and cloth1ng used within 
the fam1ly 1n t1mes of economic necess1ty The need for home 
manufactur1ng and handweav1ng came at different t1mes for Iowa p10neers 
Home goods were used 1nstead of commerc1al goods when personal finances 
prohib1ted the purchase of expens1ve store goods, dur1ng econom1C 
depress10ns with1n the state, and dur1ng times when specif1c goods were 
scarce, such as during the C1v11 War. At these t1mes, the ab111ty to 
manufacture cloth in the home was a valued skill and enabled a family to 
replace needed cloth1ng or other textiles. 
Another reason that is proposed for some of the home weav1ng that 
occurred in southeast Iowa 1S that weaving represented the continuat10n 
of a learned sk1ll that gave the weaver personal satisfaction. The 
popular1ty of rug weav1ng 1n Iowa by 1870 and 1n the late 19th century 
1S eV1dence of th1s des1re of some settlers to continue handweav1ng past 
the p01nt of necess1ty. Weav1ng cloth for needed cloth1ng and household 
text1les had probably decl1ned by 1870 and the maJor1ty of weavers were 
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thought to have turned to the product10n of rugs or other decorat1ve 
textiles. 
By 1850, professional weavers were working in southeast Iowa. 
Little eV1dence remains to suggest that these weavers brought looms w1th 
them as they settled in the state even though most settled 1n areas 
where shipping services were ava1lable. Instead evidence shows that 
profess1onal weavers were more likely to bU1ld or have a carpenter bU1ld 
a loom from nat1ve lumber. Later, in the 1850s and 1860s, loom 
manufacturers and builders sold commercial looms in the reg10n for use 
by local weavers. Most profess10nal weavers avoided the count1es 1n the 
reg10n w1th text1le m1lls that were operat1ng by 1850. It appears that 
the majOr1ty of 1850 weavers were interested 1n pursu1ng weaving as a 
small bus1ness 1n Iowa and that they d1d not move into the state in 
search of work as a text1le m1ll employee. 
The number of professional weavers 1ncreased greatly from 1850 to 
1856 1n the 16-county area of southeast Iowa. A review of the census 
reports from 1850 to 1870 for a selected group of e1ght counties with1n 
the southeast Iowa area showed the largest number of profess10nal 
weavers 1n 1856. The number of professional weavers decreased 1n 1860 
and 1n 1870. The 1ncreased quantities of commerc1al goods that were 
brought 1nto Iowa by ra1lroad in the 1850s and 18605 replaced a need for 
home woven textiles and most l1kely decreased a need or desire for the 
handwoven products of profess1onal weavers as well. 
The professional weavers who d1d work 1n southeast Iowa from 1850 
through 1870 are not be11eved to be 1tinerant 1n the sense of 
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transporting the1r looms from house to house to obtain business. 
Itinerant is more accurately used to descr1be weavers who went house to 
house to obta1n orders and then returned to their bus1ness location or 
home to do the weav1ng. Professional weavers were also 1tinerant 1n the 
late 19th century 1n the sense that they needed to be mob1le to f1nd 
work. Their use of hand sk1lls to produce woven textiles was becom1ng 
qU1ckly outdated by the 1ncreas1ng ava1lab1l1ty of eastern text1le 
products and the increasing number of local m1lls 1n sparsely populated 
areas. 
The career span of most profess10nal weavers 1n Iowa from 1850 
through 1870 was short. In general, the maJor1ty of weavers were found 
to have used their sk1ll as a source of 11ve11hood in southeast Iowa for 
fewer than 10 years. It 1S thought that many profess10nal weavers who 
w1shed to rema1n 1n southeast Iowa turned to other occupations by 1860 
and 1870, or took Jobs in conjunct10n w1th weaving Since the number of 
text1le m1lls 1n the area was 1ncreas1ng, some may have sought 
employment as power loom weavers 1n local m1lls. Other weavers were 
known to have turned to farm1ng as an occupat10n rather than work 1n a 
m1ll or move to a new front1er area. 
Profess10nal weav1ng as well as home weav1ng did exist through 1870 
1n southeast Iowa Weaving as an occupat10n in th1s region after the 
C1v1l War was dom1nated by fore1gn born males from Scotland and England, 
most l1kely tra1ned as weavers 1n the1r nat1ve country This study 
part1ally supports the 1dea that some of the professional weavers still 
in southeast Iowa in 1870 sought the least populated county as well as 
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the county w1th l1mited text1le m1ll product10n. Lou1sa County, hav1ng 
the lowest populat10n of the selected eight counties, was the only 
county in which the number of profess10nal weavers actually 1ncreased 1n 
1870. Louisa County also had only one text1le m1ll 1n 1870 w1th a total 
of 10 employees, wh1ch represents less text1le manufacture than was 
g01ng on 1n other southeast count1es at that t1me. The not10n that 
profess10nal weavers sought the least populated areas and avoided 
reg10ns w1th numerous textile mills needs further research. 
As with home weavers, the products of profess10nal weavers 1n 1870 
were d1fferent from those produced 1n earlier years. Weavers who made 
rag carpets as a business were more common 1n 1870 than before that 
year One weaver in southeast Iowa was documented as cont1nuing a 
Jacquard coverlet bus1ness through 1876 and then he also turned to 
making carpets for a l1ving unt1l h1s death 1n 1892. Another weaver was 
found to be mak1ng double woven coverlets through 1874 in southeast 
Iowa. W1th eV1dence of at least 31 profess10nal weavers work1ng 1n 
southeast Iowa 1n 1870, as well as a sizeable amount of home manufacture 
in some count1es at this t1me, local or eastern text1le m1lls were not 
the only sources for household textiles 1n th1s reg10n following the 
C1v1l War Thus, the find1ngs do not support the commonly held not10n 
that mill woven products completely replaced handwoven products around 
the t1me of the C1vil War. 
Mills that prov1ded the serV1ce of carding raw wool as well as 
text1le m1lls that manufactured cloth, yarn, and blankets were 
s1multaneously in bus1ness 1n southeast Iowa from 1839 through 1870. 
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The1r use of power machinery moved text1le product1on from the home to 
one central locat10n and decreased, but did not el1m1nate, the need for 
handweaving skills. All the necessary steps of cloth manufacture which 
had been done by family members were now performed by factory workers. 
Some woolen m11ls prov1ded serV1ces such as wool carding, cloth 
dress1ng, dye1ng, and sp1nn1ng which supplemented home cloth production. 
Mills that were manufacturing products, such as flannel, jeans, or 
blankets, dupl1cated what home weavers had produced However, m11ls 
produced these text1les at a faster rate than home weavers and had the 
advantage of wider looms for such products as blankets. Sat1nets and 
caSS1meres, used for men's dress cloth1ng, were two higher pr1ced woolen 
fabr1cs that had not been prev10usly woven with1n the home. All the end 
products of home weavers and mills 1n southeast Iowa were cons1dered 
woolen goods of medium to heavy we1ghts and all were manufactured from 
coarse, short-f1ber wool that was produced by local farmers. Thus, the 
raw mater1al was readily ava1lable and at a low cost The resulting 
fin1shed products of the local mills competed favorable w1th textiles 
from the eastern states wh1ch were more costly due to high freight 
charges. 
A preference for worsted fabrics over woolen cloth and a fashion 
change from heavy to 11ghter we1ght wool clothing occurred in the 
eastern states by 1870. The not1on that fash10n trends occurred earl1er 
1n the East than 1n Iowa may be supported by th1s study as the number of 
southeast Iowa m11ls produc1ng woolen fabrics cont1nued to 1ncrease 
after 1870. The production of fabr1cs and products that were soon to be 
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outdated, as fash10n preferences and changes reached Iowa, contr1buted 
to the majority of the state's text1le m11ls be1ng 1n operation for only 
a short per1od. The effect that the railroad would have 1n speed1ng up 
the movement of fash10n trends and preferences across the United States, 
as more goods could be shipped from the East at faster rates and lower 
costs than prev10usly possible, was not ant1cipated by small text1le 
mill owners. The change in fabr1c production 1n eastern mills from 
woolen to worsted fabr1cs by 1870 qU1ckly outdated the processes and 
machinery used 1n Iowa mills . 
• 
• 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
Between 1833 and 1870 1n southeast Iowa, there was a decline in the 
use of home manufactured goods and an 1ncreased reliance on 
commercially-made textiles from eastern and local mills. I have found, 
through 11mited research, that commercial text1les and some ready-to-
wear cloth1ng were available in southeast Iowa count1es by 1840. 
However, I d1d not research, to any extent, the type or quant1ty of 
available textiles and clothing A future study m1ght focus 
spec1f1cally on the types of text1les and cloth1ng that were sold 1n 
Iowa stores throughout the 19th century Th1S research would reveal 
when a greater amount of worsted cloth, as compared to woolen cloth, was 
available 1n Iowa. Products of Iowa woolen mills could then more 
accurately be compared to the types of eastern m111 products that were 
sold in the state Such a study would also prov1de a better 
understanding of the changes 1n fash10n preference and home decorat1on 
that accompanied a decl1ne in the manufacture of handmade goods. 
Iowa text1le mills were st111 at a developmental stage 1n 1870 and 
had not yet reached their greatest capac1ty in terms of quant1ty and 
variety of products. StudY1ng Iowa text1le mill production 1n the last 
quarter of the 19th century would help to determ1ne to what extent Iowa 
products were able to compete with the greater variety of eastern goods 
that were ava1lable in the M1dwest after the Civil War. Limited study 
has found that Iowa text1le mills produced f1n1shed apparel and fabr1c 
yardage after 1870 Thus, future research of text1le mills would 
contr1bute to the present body of knowledge on the dress of Iowans as 
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well as their use of textiles for other purposes in the late 19th 
century. 
Further study of home weaving in other regions of Iowa pr10r to 
1870 or 1n southeast Iowa after 1870 is not recommended. Through a 
statew1de survey of museums and private collections done prior to this 
study, I found extant text1le art1facts of the 1800s to be scarce and 
w1dely scattered. Southeast Iowa had the greatest number of handwoven 
textiles and related tools, probably because 1t was settled 1n an 
ear11er t1me per10d than most other regions of Iowa. 
The present study found that home manufacture, home weav1ng, and 
professional weav1ng were all st1ll 1n existence in 1870. A search of 
the or1g1nal census data for the years after 1870 would be benef1c1al to 
ident1fy further trends in home manufacture and profess10nal weav1ng. 
Also, my research 1dent1f1ed profess10nal weavers for only a limited 
number of count1es 1n Iowa. The understanding of text1le product10n 1n 
Iowa 1n the 19th century would be more complete if the census reports 
were searched for spec1f1c weavers who may have followed the front1er 
reg10ns w1th1n the state Such a study m1ght also determ1ne if the 
maJor1ty of profess10nal weavers changed the1r occupat10n to rema1n in 
Iowa or 1f they moved out of Iowa to cont1nue the1r handweaving skills 
in western frontier areas Further documentat10n of profess10nal 
weavers 1S 1mportant as the1r skills, products, and tools were outdated 
by advances 1n power looms and 1ndustr1al1zation 1n the 19th century 
Research on hand weavers, the1r products, and the1r tools, some of 
wh1ch are now obsolete, 1S of value as h1storical documentation of a 
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craft that has lost lts former lmportance. In addltl0n, study of 
commercial goods and textlle mll1 products contrlbute to a better 
understandlng of the relatl0nships between the East and the Mldwest as 
railroad sh1pp1ng and natl0nal marketlng increased in the late 19th 
century. Documentatlon of the textlles and cloth1ng and related tools 
avallable and used In Iowa In the entlre 19th century alds 1n future 
ldentlfication of extant artlfacts as well as clar1fles unsubstantlated 
beliefs for future historlans. All recommended stud1es would most 
lmportantly add to a helghtened appreclatlon of Iowa hlstory and its 
early settlers. 
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APPENDIX A 
PROFESSIONAL WEAVERS IN SOUTHEAST IOWA, 1850-1870 
The fo11ow~ng informat~on was found in the orig~na1 federal census 
returns available at the Iowa State University Library, Government 
Publ~cat~ons, Ames, Iowa. Sixteen counties in southeast Iowa were 
researched for 1850; eight of these counties were researched for 1860 
and 1870. 
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APPENDIX B 
CARDING AND WOOLEN MILLS LISTED FOR 16 COUNTIES 
IN SOUTHEAST IOWA IN 1860 AND 1870 
The following ~nformat~on was found in the 1860 and 1870 original 
federal census returns for ~ndustr~es. These returns are available at 
the Census Department, Histor~cal Museum and Archives D~vis~on, Des Moines, 
Iowa. 
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APPENDIX C 
TEXTILE-RELATED MILLS IN 16 COUNTIES IN SOUTHEAST IOWA, 1833-1870 
Th~s appendix lists all textile-related mills found by th~s research 
to be in southeast Iowa from 1833 through 1870. 
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